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Executive summary
IPC’s Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market provides
a distillation of the cooperative work carried out between
member postal operators and IPC over the past 12 months
to the year ending 31 March 2011.
The year’s edition of Strategic Perspectives focuses on
technology and how this is driving change through
digitisation, mobile devices, geolocation services and
social engagement.
We have drawn out the key trends, challenges and
solutions as identified through our intelligence gathering,
research and best-practice-sharing platforms, to give an
overview of strategic thinking in the postal industry in five
key areas: e-commerce; digital postal services; direct mail in
a multimedia world, and environmental sustainability.
In a rapidly changing market, a cooperative platform to
share best practices, provide short and long-term industry
forecasts and monitor industry trends is an efficient
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way to inform strategic choices. We have drawn on the
outcomes and findings of IPC’s Senior Executive Fora (SEFs),
Best Practice Seminars (BPS) and the IPC Postal Sector
Sustainability Report. IPC SEFs in Europe and Asia
in the reference period combine input from more than 100
senior postal executives with leadership roles in their areas
of responsibility. Our Best Practice Seminars benchmark
the operational management processes of members and
leading firms both within and outside the postal industry.
In addition, in 2011 IPC entered into research partnerships
with two leading global academic institutions: the Stanford
Graduate School of Business and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Center for Digital Business. These
partnerships provide a critical external and academic
assessment of postal innovation against global best
practices, both in supply chain management and in focusing
on how digital technologies can deliver measurable
business value.
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Executive Summary

E-commerce and the postal sector
E-commerce is one of the fastest growing retail channels in
Asia, Europe and North America. Despite headline grabbing
results, e-commerce is still in its infancy, with many players
struggling to develop viable business models which
successfully lever the global trading opportunity offered
by the internet.
While differentiating their e-commerce platforms in
an increasingly crowded marketplace, e-retailers and
e-merchants must also invest in infrastructure. Their logistics
partners need to support the seamless location, transfer
and integration of business information and goods in a
secure and reliable manner.
New customer technology is fuelling growth. Mobile
technology is making it easier for customers to shop
anytime, anywhere, and needs and expectations are
changing fast. eBay CTO Mark Carges predicted at IPC’s
recent Innovations in E-commerce Roundtable at Stanford
University that the technology innovations of the past two
years would do more to radically change e-commerce than
anything we witnessed over the preceding fifteen years.
As e-commerce rapidly develops within domestic markets
worldwide cross-border shipping services need to keep
pace with the evolving demands of customers who want
to access global markets through the borderless internet.
Cross-border e-commerce adds a new dimension to the
online shopping experience by allowing consumers to
access a wider range of products, a larger spectrum of price
options and even the advantage of macro-economic factors
such as exchange rate fluctuations.
Postal operators recognise the need to actively engage
in the e-commerce sector and are very well positioned
to facilitate the growth of online trade due to ubiquitous
first mile access and last mile delivery to every citizen and
business of the world. IPC in collaboration with postal
operators has identified e-retailer primary requirements as:
• provision of fully-transparent, low shipping costs
(including customs duties, taxes and administrative
charges) at the time of purchase
• full integration of tracking information through their
own web portals
• proactive notification of delivery to the consumer
at the time of purchase and throughout the supply
chain as the order is fulfilled
• simple, clear and speedy returns processes

Digital business: opportunities
to create value
Letter mail volumes are in decline, making new operating
models necessary for both physical and digital services.
Posts must develop in the digital space areas of activity that
will limit the shrinkage of their business. The golden rule
for innovation is to recognise the pressing need to prioritise
as it is impossible to develop in all digital areas at once.
Newly-launched digital services will grow slowly at first,
and posts must accept realistic prospects for investment
and returns based on practical assessments of the time
needed to achieve market penetration and adoption. Posts’
owners will need to focus on long-term value creation and
operational sustainability over short-term gain.
Nordic posts in general have kept faith with digital services,
entering the market ten years ago and staying the course
to achieve gradual growth. Other posts left quickly when
their digital services failed to make a fast return.
An important fact to accept is that the development
of digital services will not now accelerate declines in letter
mail volumes—substitution has or will happen anyway, and
other service providers will meet customer needs if posts fail
to do so.
While digital businesses are not expected to replace highly
profitable priority letters, they can be relatively high margin
substitutes as they are not labour intensive.
Posts face seven major challenges in their drive to innovate
in the digital area:
• learning to operate and monetise services successfully
in an unstructured market
• securing the business-to-consumer channel
• adding value to receiver pull, including digital pull
• linking physical and digital services to become a multichannel operator
• developing customer relationship management
opportunities within customer billing operations through
multi-function, physical and digital messages
• enriching physical logistics with digital messaging adapted
to the new business environment
• attracting the talent needed to manage these businesses
A key challenge is to assess the extent to which consumers
require security and proof of identity in a world where

The postal sector is focused on growth opportunities in the
parcel market as a result of anywhere, anytime, anything
internet shopping. The posts are very well positioned to
facilitate the growth of online trade due to ubiquitous
first mile access and last mile delivery to every citizen
and business of the world.
4
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products with low security are being used successfully.
Value propositions for postal products will only be
successful if they provide the type and level of convenience
consumers want.
A further challenge is creating the network effects that will
allow posts to gain a critical mass of users that make their
digital platforms successful. Several instructive examples
of platform innovation and network effects exists from
which posts can learn – the classic being Apple, which has
created a network effect of mass usage through opening
up its systems to developers. Will posts be able to develop
open electronic postal services to create such a profitable
network effect?

Direct marketing and the postal
sector
There is strong evidence to suggest that direct mail can,
and will continue to play a key role in the marketing mix,
notwithstanding increasing digital substitution.
IPC research in 2010 showed that in countries that had
adopted online marketing prior to the economic crisis,
the volume of direct mail has remained fairly stable.
The economic downturn precipitated a much stronger
transfer in advertising revenue from direct mail to online
media in southern European countries such as Italy and
Spain. A lot of this is experimental advertising and in many
cases, proving the ROI from online marketing campaigns is
a challenge. There is a generational change in attitude in
regard to physical mail: those over the age of 35 regard it
as positive and those under 35 imbue it with less inherent
value, which will present a challenge to the posts in
the future.
Evidence is emerging that increased digitisation is leading
to a move towards sophisticated multi-channel marketing
in order to cut through the online clutter, of which direct
marketing is a core element. For example, a leading
European digital communications agency whom IPC
has worked with has stated that direct mail is the most
effective way to reach its highest value prospects and VIP
customers - even though the agency in case had set out
to be a digital communications pure player. Physical media,
executed to a high creative standard, personalised and
consumer-relevant, speaks directly to the target customer,
and has brought the online phenomenon of narrowcasting
full circle back into the offline world. Moreover marketers
suggest that the ROI of direct marketing campaigns can
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be measured more accurately than online campaigns.
Intelligent marketers realise that no one medium alone is
effective, and direct marketing is being rehabilitated and
reintegrated into smart multi-channel communications
marketing programmes.
The Nivea brand uses direct mail very effectively in
Belgium to target its highest value customers as part of
regular customer loyalty mailings. The payback on these
campaigns can easily be tracked and measured through the
redemption of coupons within the mailing. Nivea is highly
focused on building on web-centric customer databases.
This CRM approach will be increasingly important to Nivea
as it considers shifting consumer sales from retail to online
in the future – a trend that is already well established
in Japan.
The management of customer-centric databases is an area
that posts are moving into, as evidenced by both Norway
Post through their subsidiary Bring Dialogue, and in Asia
where TNT Mail China is investing to build up its own
customer databases as part of its longer term business
strategy. Lastly, in the Asia-Pacific region where there is
the highest growth in internet advertising, SingPost has
seen growth in direct mail due to its extensive customer
engagement programme.
Providing posts can continue to promote the benefits of
direct mail in terms of personalisation, relevance, quality
and ROI in reaching high-value customers, evidence shows
that mail volume decline can be stemmed. However
this requires considerable focus by posts in ensuring the
relevance of this medium in today’s climate of increasing
digital business.

Environmental sustainability
in the postal sector
IPC’s Environmental Measurement and Monitoring System
(EMMS) is playing an important role in helping drive
sustainable business practices across the postal industry
by promoting a cross-sectoral approach - the first of its
kind for a services industry - to emissions monitoring
and reduction. The 22 participating posts in the EMMS
programme represent some 80% of global mail volumes,
which underscores the reach and impact of the IPC EMMS
programme. Moreover, as both the full EMMS and the
introductory i-EMMS programme are open to non-IPC
members, IPC is enabling posts of all sizes and geographies
to contribute in whatever way to reducing the postal
sector’s carbon footprint.
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Executive Summary

While great progress has been made by participating posts
in the first year of comparative reporting, by slashing
over a third of the total target of CO2 emissions, much
remains to be done. In some respect the early years of
emissions reduction are the easiest, and represent the
low-hanging fruit of using simple but effective measures
to obtain greater energy efficiency. Moving forward, posts
face the challenge of building on these early successes by
introducing more fundamentally greener processes into
their business models. Moreover, the introduction of Scope
3 reporting will add to the challenge for posts.
In addition to their efforts to cut their carbon emissions,
posts are also offering a range of green products to their
customers, both business and consumer. These products
have the combined benefit of contributing to posts’ overall
carbon reduction effort, acting as an effective branding
tool in promoting posts’ image as responsible businesses,
and, as we have seen in at least one case, also help to
buoy business. The fundamental importance for posts in
integrating sustainable business processes and products to
their survival and future success cannot be underestimated.
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E-commerce and
the postal sector
t5IFPVUMPPLGPSFDPNNFSDFHSPXUIJTWFSZTUSPOH
"DDPSEJOHUPSFTFBSDICZ'PSSFTUFSPOMJOFSFUBJMJTTMBUFE
UPHSPXGSPNCOJOUPCOCZ
t$SPTToCPSEFSPOMJOFTIPQQJOHJTCVJMUPODPOmEFODFBOE
USVTUPGXIJDIUIFEFMJWFSZTFSWJDFJTBOJOUFHSBMQBSU
t*OUFHSBUPSTIBWFNBEFTJHOJmDBOUQSPHSFTTJOFWPMWJOH
PQFSBUJPOTUPNFFUDVTUPNFSOFFETUISPVHIUFDIOPMPHZ
JOOPWBUJPOUPQSPWJEFDPOTVNFSTXJUIVOQSFDFEFOUFE
MFWFMTPGTFSWJDF
t1PTUBMPQFSBUPSTXJMMNFFUDPOTVNFSFYQFDUBUJPOTJG
UIFZBSFBCMFUPHVBSBOUFFUIFSFMJBCJMJUZPGEBZDFSUBJO
IPNFEFMJWFSZBOEPGGFSNPSFnFYJCJMJUZJODMVEJOHQBSDFM
QJDLVQPQUJPOT
t.BOZFSFUBJMFSTEPOPULOPXXIFSFUIFJSEFNBOEDPNFT
GSPNPSXIPUIFJSDPNQFUJUPSTBSF5IFZSFRVJSFMPXDPTU 
IJHIRVBMJUZ SFMJBCMFMPHJTUJDTXJUIUIFnFYJCJMJUZ
UPEFBMXJUIWBSZJOHWPMVNFTBOETFFLJOMPHJTUJDTQBSUOFST
BXJMMJOHOFTTUPTIBSFSJTLTBOECFOFmUTJOMPOHUFSN
CVTJOFTTSFMBUJPOTIJQT
t3FUVSOTFSWJDFTBSFFYUSFNFMZJNQPSUBOUUPUIF
EFWFMPQNFOUPGFDPNNFSDFBOESFRVJSFTPQIJTUJDBUFE
JOUFHSBUFETZTUFNTUPFOBCMFDSPTTCPSEFSSFUVSOT
5PUIJTFOE *1$IBTEFWFMPQFEBO&BTZ3FUVSO4PMVUJPO
&34 BQPTUBHFQBJEBVUIPSJTFESFUVSOQBSDFMXIJDI
USBWFMTUISPVHIUIF&1(OFUXPSL*1$NBOBHFTUIF&34
MBCFMDSFBUJPOBOEEJTUSJCVUJPODFOUSBMMZPOCFIBMGPGJUT
QBSUJDJQBUJOHNFNCFST
t,FZUSFOETMJLFNPCJMF MPDBM TPDJBMBOEEJHJUBMBSFESJWJOH
USFNFOEPVTDIBOHFJOFDPNNFSDF.PCJMFJTBIVHF
PQQPSUVOJUZF#BZTBMFTGSPNNPCJMFEFWJDFTIBWFHPOF
GSPN[FSPUPCOJOUXPZFBSTF#BZ$&0+PIO%POBIPF
CFMJFWFTUIBUUIFDVTUPNFSFYQFSJFODFJOFDPNNFSDFXJMM
DIBOHFNPSFJOUIFOFYUUISFFZFBSTUIBOJUIBTJOUIFMBTU
UFODPNCJOFE
t.BOZFSFUBJMFSTBSFVOBCMFUPNFFUDPOTVNFSDSPTT
CPSEFSSFRVJSFNFOUTEVFUPUIFJSJOBCJMJUZUPGBDJMJUBUF
JOUFSOBUJPOBMDVTUPNTSFRVJSFNFOUT*GQPTUTDPVMESFTPMWF
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UIFTFDIBMMFOHFTGPSTFMMFSTJUXPVMEVOMPDLUIFIVHF
QPUFOUJBMPGUIFDSPTTCPSEFSNBSLFUBOEQVUQPTUT
JOBVOJRVFWBMVFEQPTJUJPO
t'PSNBOZFSFUBJMFSTUIFDPTUPGEFMJWFSZJTPOFPGUIF
IJHIFTUDPTUTUIFZGBDFBOETPVOEFSTUBOEBCMZUIFZBSF
MPPLJOHGPSTBWJOHT'PSFYBNQMFPOFUIJSEPG/FTQSFTTPT
UPUBMMPHJTUJDTDPTUGSPNCFBOUPDVQJTEVFUPUIF
DPOTVNFSEFMJWFSZPQFSBUJPOTBGVSUIFSPGMPHJTUJDT
DPTUTDPNFGSPNQJDLJOH QBDLJOHBOETUPSBHF5PEBUF 
OPDPNQBOZIBTPGGFSFEBO&6XJEFTFSWJDFBUBQSJDF
DPNQFUJUJWFXJUIDVSSFOUNVMUJEPNFTUJDTFSWJDFT OPSIBT
/FTQSFTTPGPVOEBOBDDFQUBCMFSFWFSTFMPHJTUJDTTPMVUJPO
BDSPTTCPSEFST
t*OUIFBHFPGFDPNNFSDF DPOTVNFSTBSFJODSFBTJOHMZ
EFNBOEJOHTVQFSJPSTFSWJDFTGSPNEFMJWFSZDPNQBOJFT 
XIJDINBZXFMMFWPMWFJOUPIJHIMZQFSTPOBMJTFEBOE
UBJMPSFETFSWJDFT*OTVDIBOFOWJSPONFOU BLFZGPDVTPO
DVTUPNFSDBSFXJMMCFDSVDJBMUPTVDDFTT:BNBUPPG+BQBO
QSPWJEFTBOFYBNQMFPGIPXUIFNBSLFUNBZFWPMWF
5IFNBSLFUMFBEFSJOEPPSUPEPPSEFMJWFSZJO+BQBOXJUI
PGNBSLFUTIBSF UIF:BNBUPQIJMPTPQIZJTDFOUSFE
PODVTUPNFSDBSF5IFJSNPUUPJTATFSWJDFmSTU QSPmUOFYU 
BOE:BNBUPDVTUPNFSTDBODIPPTFGSPNTJYEFMJWFSZUJNF
XJOEPXTFWFSZEBZ EBZTQFSZFBS
t8IJMFEJGGFSFOUJBUJOHUIFJSFDPNNFSDFQMBUGPSNTJOBO
JODSFBTJOHMZDSPXEFENBSLFU FSFUBJMFSTBOEFNFSDIBOUT
NVTUBMTPJOWFTUJOJOGSBTUSVDUVSF5IFJSMPHJTUJDTQBSUOFST
OFFEUPTVQQPSUUIFTFBNMFTTMPDBUJPO USBOTGFSBOE
JOUFHSBUJPOPGCVTJOFTTJOGPSNBUJPOBOEHPPETJOBTFDVSF
BOESFMJBCMFNBOOFS
t4FBNMFTTJOUFHSBUJPOCFUXFFOBMMQMBZFSTBMPOHUIF
FDPNNFSDFWBMVFDIBJOJTDSVDJBMUPQSPWJEJOHBQPTJUJWF
TIPQQJOHFYQFSJFODFGPSDPOTVNFST%FMJWFSZPQFSBUPST
IBWFBQSFTTJOHOFFEUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFTUSBUFHJFTGPS
HSPXUIEFWFMPQFECZBMMUIFJSGFMMPXFDPNNFSDFTFSWJDF
QSPWJEFST1PTUTBSFWFSZXFMMQPTJUJPOFEUPGBDJMJUBUFUIF
HSPXUIPGPOMJOFUSBEFEVFUPVCJRVJUPVTmSTUNJMFBDDFTT
BOEMBTUNJMFEFMJWFSZUPFWFSZDJUJ[FOBOECVTJOFTTPG
UIFXPSME
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E-commerce and the postal sector

Outlook for the global e-commerce
market

Cross–border online shopping built
on conﬁdence and trust

5IFPVUMPPLGPSFDPNNFSDFHSPXUIJTWFSZTUSPOH
BDDPSEJOHUPSFTFBSDICZ'PSSFTUFS*OPOMJOFSFUBJM
TBMFTBDDPVOUFEGPSPGBMMSFUBJMTBMFTBUCO
BOEBSFGPSFDBTUUPCFXPSUITPNFCOCZ

$SPTToCPSEFSPOMJOFTIPQQJOHJTCVJMUPODPOmEFODF
BOEUSVTU PGXIJDIUIFEFMJWFSZTFSWJDFJTBOJOUFHSBMQBSU

*OUIF64UIFSFXBTBIFBMUIZHSPXUIJOPOMJOFSFUBJMTBMFT
PGUPCOJOBOEUIJTJTFYQFDUFEUPJODSFBTF
UPCOJO

$POTVNFSTOFFETBOEFYQFDUBUJPOTGPSDSPTTCPSEFS
FTIPQQJOHBSFHSPXJOHSBQJEMZ QBSUJDVMBSMZEVFUP
TJHOJmDBOUBEWBODFTJOUIFBCJMJUZPGTFSWJDFQSPWJEFST
UPQSPWJEFSFMJBCJMJUZ DPOWFOJFODFBOEWJTJCJMJUZPGTIJQNFOUT
JOEPNFTUJDNBSLFUTUISPVHIPVUUIFTVQQMZDIBJO

*OXFTUFSO&VSPQF 'PSSFTUFSFYQFDUTBOZFBSPOZFBS
HSPXUIJOPOMJOFSFUBJMTBMFTGSPNCOJOUPCO
JO*OUIFDPNJOHmWFZFBST UIFOVNCFSPGPOMJOF
CVZFSTJO&VSPQFXJMMHSPXGSPNNJMMJPOUPNJMMJPO
*O"TJB1BDJmD POMJOFSFUBJMTBMFTJO+BQBOXFSFXPSUI
COJO UIFHSFBUFTUJOUIFSFHJPO"MUIPVHI
POMJOFDPOTVNFSTJO+BQBOQVSDIBTFBDSPTTBXJEFWBSJFUZ
PGDBUFHPSJFT TPNFDBUFHPSJFTJO+BQBOTVDIBTCFBVUZ
DPTNFUJDTIBWFNJHSBUFETUSPOHMZUPPOMJOFJOBXBZUIBU
IBTOPUZFUCFFOTFFOJOUIF64PS&VSPQF
0OMJOFTBMFTJO$IJOBXFSFFTUJNBUFEUPSFBDICOJO
BOEIBWFB$"(3EPVCMFUIBUPGUIF64 XFTUFSO
&VSPQFBOE+BQBO
5IFPOMJOFNBSLFUQMBDFJO"VTUSBMJBJTDVSSFOUMZCFJOHESJWFO
CZBMBSHFOVNCFSPGDSPTTCPSEFSUSBOTBDUJPOT5IPVHIMFTT
UIBOIBMGUIFTJ[FPGUIFPOMJOFSFUBJMNBSLFUTPG+BQBOPS
$IJOB 'PSSFTUFSTSFTFBSDITVHHFTUTUIBU"VTUSBMJBTHSPXUI
SBUFTBSFTMJHIUMZIJHIFSUIBOUIPTFPG+BQBO UIF64BOE
XFTUFSO&VSPQF

Implications for the postal industry
1SPKFDUJPOTPOUIFGVUVSFHSPXUIPGFDPNNFSDFTIPVMECF
USFBUFEXJUITPNFDBVUJPO&DPNNFSDFJTBWFSZEZOBNJD
BOEGBTUNPWJOHTFDUPSXIJDIJTCFJOHESJWFOCZJOOPWBUJPO
BOEUFDIOJDBMBEWBODFNFOUT*UJTXPSUISFNFNCFSJOHUIBU
(PPHMFEJEOPUFYJTUZFBSTBHP OPS1BZ1BMUFOZFBST
BHP 4LZQFFJHIUZFBSTBHP 5XJUUFSTJYZFBSTBHPPSTNBSU
QIPOFTGPVSZFBSTBHP*UJTUIFSFGPSFFYUSFNFMZIB[BSEPVT
UPQSPKFDUFWPMVUJPOTJOQSPEVDUTBOETFSWJDFTPWFSUIFOFYU
UISFFZFBST)PXFWFSBMMJOEJDBUJPOTBSFUIBUFDPNNFSDF
PGGFSTUSFNFOEPVTPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSQPTUBMPQFSBUPSTXIP
DBOJOOPWBUFBUBTJNJMBSQBDFUPNFFUDPOTVNFSBOEPOMJOF
SFUBJMFSSFRVJSFNFOUT1PTUTDBOQMBZBGVOEBNFOUBMSPMF
OPUPOMZJOUIFEPNFTUJDFDPNNFSDFTQIFSF CVUBMTPJO
GBDJMJUBUJOHDSPTTCPSEFSFDPNNFSDF XIJDINBZQSPWJEF
UIFHSFBUFTUSFWFOVFQPUFOUJBMGPSQPTUT
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5PNFFUUIFOFFETPGDPOTVNFSTTIPQQJOHBDSPTTCPSEFST
XIJMFNBJOUBJOJOHBWJBCMFCVTJOFTTNPEFM FSFUBJMFST
QSJNBSJMZSFRVJSF
tMPXTIJQQJOHBOEIBOEMJOHDIBSHFT
tBMMJODMVTJWFQSJDJOHBUUIFUJNFPGQVSDIBTF
tGVMMJOUFHSBUJPOPGSFBMUJNFUSBDLJOHJOGPSNBUJPO
tQSPBDUJWFOPUJmDBUJPOPGEFMJWFSZUPDPOTJHOFFT
tTJNQMF DMFBSBOETQFFEZNFSDIBOEJTFSFUVSOTQSPDFTTFT
%VFUPUIFSBQJEHSPXUIPGEPNFTUJDBOEDSPTTCPSEFS
FDPNNFSDFUSBOTBDUJPOT QPTUBMPQFSBUPSTNVTUBDURVJDLMZ
UPNFFUUIFOFFETPGCPUIFSFUBJMFSTBOEDPOTVNFST
JGUIFZBSFUPSFNBJOWJBCMFBMUFSOBUJWFTUPUIFJOUFHSBUPST
BTQBSDFMEFMJWFSZTFSWJDFQSPWJEFSTJOUIFGVUVSF*OUFHSBUPST
IBWFBMSFBEZNBEFTJHOJmDBOUQSPHSFTTJOFWPMWJOHUIFJS
PQFSBUJPOTUPNFFUUIFTFDVTUPNFSOFFETUISPVHIUIF
VTFPGUFDIOPMPHZJOOPWBUJPOUPQSPWJEFDPOTVNFSTXJUI
VOQSFDFEFOUFEMFWFMTPGTFSWJDF
*1$IBTGBDJMJUBUFEUIFJOUFSOBUJPOBMTIJQNFOUPGQBSDFMT
TJODFJUJODFQUJPO*1$TJUFNNPOJUPSJOHTFSWJDFTNFBTVSF
QFSGPSNBODFGPSJOUFSOBUJPOBMQPTUBMQSPEVDUTJODMVEJOH
QBSDFMT*1$BMTPQSPWJEFTQFSGPSNBODFNFBTVSFNFOU
GPS,1(BOEUIF&.4$PPQFSBUJWFBOEPWFSQPTUBM
PQFSBUPSTIBWFCBSDPEFEQSPEVDUTUSBDLFEUISPVHI*1$T
UFDIOJDBMJOGSBTUSVDUVSFTFSWJDFT

Understanding the needs
of e-retailers and consumers
*O*1$QVCMJTIFEBSFQPSUPODSPTTCPSEFSFDPNNFSDF
CBTFEPOSFTFBSDIDPOEVDUFEGPS*1$CZ.BSLFU1SPCF
&VSPQFBOE3PUITDIJME3FTFBSDI$POTVMUJOH*UJODMVEFE
QFSTQFDUJWFTGSPNMBSHFBOETNBMMFSFUBJMFST QPTUBM
DVTUPNFST BOEDPOTVNFST
5IFSFTFBSDIGPDVTFEPOVOEFSTUBOEJOHIPXDSPTTCPSEFS
FDPNNFSDFJTDVSSFOUMZEFWFMPQJOH JUTHSPXUIQPUFOUJBM
BOEUIFGBDUPSTDVSSFOUMZMJNJUJOHUIFQPTUBMTIBSFPGUIF
POMJOFDSPTTCPSEFSNBSLFU4FWFONBSLFUTJO&VSPQFBOE
/PSUI"NFSJDB BUEJGGFSFOUMFWFMTPGEFWFMPQNFOUJOUFSNT
PGFDPNNFSDF XFSFJODMVEFEJOUIFSFTFBSDI
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5IFmOEJOHTXFSFCBTFEVQPORVBMJUBUJWFJOUFSWJFXT
DPOEVDUFEXJUIFSFUBJMFST SBOHJOHGSPNTNBMMEPNFTUJD
JOUFSOFUQVSFQMBZFSTUPTPNFPGUIFMBSHFTU&VSPQFBO
BOE64CBTFEJOUFSOBUJPOBMPOMJOFDPNQBOJFT"EEJUJPOBM
RVBOUJUBUJWFSFTFBSDIQSPWJEFEEBUBPODPOTVNFSTPOMJOF
CFIBWJPVS UIFCBSSJFSTUPTIPQQJOHPOMJOFGPSHPPETXIJDI
SFRVJSFQIZTJDBMEFMJWFSZJOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ BOEUIFJNQPSUBODF
PGGBDUPSTJOnVFODJOHUIFDIPJDFPGEFMJWFSZPQUJPOTPGGFSFE
CZFSFUBJMFST5IFmOEJOHTXFSFQVCMJTIFEJO.BZ

#BSSJFSTUPFOHBHJOHJODSPTTCPSEFSFDPNNFSDFJODMVEF
DPOTVNFSTMBDLPGUSVTUJOQSPEVDURVBMJUZ BMBDLPG
QBZNFOUQSPDFTTJOHGBDJMJUJFT SFHVMBUJPOT DPOTVNFS
QSPUFDUJPOMFHJTMBUJPO BOEMPHJTUJDTBOEEFMJWFSZ

5IFIPC Cross-Border E-Commerce ReportJEFOUJmFEB
OVNCFSPGPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSQPTUTJOUIFDSPTTCPSEFS
FDPNNFSDFCVTJOFTT1PTUBMPQFSBUPSTXJMMPOMZNFFU
DVSSFOUDPOTVNFSFYQFDUBUJPOTJGUIFZBSFBCMFUPJNQSPWF
UIFSFMJBCJMJUZPGEBZDFSUBJOIPNFEFMJWFSZBOEPGGFSHSFBUFS
nFYJCJMJUZ JODMVEJOHQBSDFMQJDLVQPQUJPOT

/FX QVSFMZPOMJOFQMBZFSTPQFSBUFJOOJDIFNBSLFUTBOEBSF
HSPXJOHBUBSBUFPGNPSFUIBOCVUIBWFMJNJUFEDSPTT
CPSEFSCVTJOFTTCFDBVTFUIFEFMJWFSZTQFFEBOEnFYJCJMJUZ
PGGFSFEJOUIFJSIPNFNBSLFUTBSFEJGmDVMUUPSFQMJDBUF

&TUBCMJTIFEFSFUBJMFSTBSFMJLFMZUPHJWFQPTUTBMBSHFS
TIBSFPGDSPTTCPSEFSEFMJWFSJFTJGUIFZDBOQSPWJEFNPSF
nFYJCMFQSJDJOH USBDLJOHBOEUSBDJOHCBTFEPOJOGPSNBUJPO
TIBSFECFUXFFOQPTUBMPQFSBUPSTBDSPTTCPSEFST SFBM
UJNFJOGPSNBUJPOPOEFMJWFSZQSPHSFTT BOEWJTJCJMJUZGPS
SFUVSOTJOGPSNBUJPO
5SBEFSTBOESFUBJMFSTOFXUPFDPNNFSDFTFFLGVMMMPHJTUJDBM
TVQQPSUBOESFBEZNBEFFDPNNFSDFQMBUGPSNT
5IFSFTFBSDIJEFOUJmFEQPTUTQPUFOUJBMUPTVQQPSU
FDPNNFSDFHSPXUIJOUIFMPOHFSUFSNCZEFWFMPQJOH
UBJMPSNBEFEFMJWFSZTFSWJDFTGPSFNFSHJOHQSPEVDU
DBUFHPSJFTTVDIBTCFBVUZQSPEVDUTBOEQIBSNBDFVUJDBMT 
BOEUPQSPWJEFDPOTPMJEBUFEEFMJWFSZPQUJPOT XIJDIXPVME
JODMVEFFOWJSPONFOUBMCFOFmUT

The cross-border market
4NBMMFSDPVOUSJFTUFOEUPTIPQBDSPTTCPSEFSTPOMJOFNPSF
GSFRVFOUMZUIBOMBSHFSOBUJPOTPG%BOJTIBOE
PG#FMHJBODPOTVNFSTTVSWFZFEIBEQVSDIBTFEHPPETBDSPTT
CPSEFSTJOUIFQSFWJPVTNPOUIT DPNQBSFEXJUI
JO'SBODFBOEJO(FSNBOZ

Online shopping: a learning process
5IFTUVEZTIPXFEUIBUCVZJOHPOMJOFJTBMFBSOJOH
QSPDFTTGPSDPOTVNFST1VSDIBTFTQFSDPOTVNFSJODSFBTF
PWFSUJNFBOEPODFUIFZIBWFFYQFSJFODFEEPNFTUJD
POMJOFTIPQQJOH DPOTVNFSTBSFXJMMJOHUPWFOUVSFJOUP
DSPTTCPSEFSQVSDIBTJOH

E-commerce business models
5IFSFTFBSDIJEFOUJmFEGPVSUZQFTPGFDPNNFSDFCVTJOFTT
NPEFMTBOEBSBOHFPGMPHJTUJDTOFFET

.BUVSF QVSFMZPOMJOFNBTTNBSLFUQMBZFSTTVDIBT"NB[PO
BSFHSPXJOHCZUP PQFSBUJOHCPUIEPNFTUJDBMMZ
BOEBDSPTTCPSEFST5IFZBSFFYQBOEJOHUIFJSSBOHFBOE
SFBDIBOEBSFJOUFOUPOLFFQJOHEFMJWFSZDPTUTMPX
%JTUBODFTFMMFSTNPWJOHJOUPFDPNNFSDFGPDVTPO
NJHSBUJOHUPBOPOMJOFCVTJOFTTNPEFMBOEBDRVJSJOHOFX
DVTUPNFST5IFZBSFBDIJFWJOHNPEFTUHSPXUIPGBCPVU
BOEUSBEFBDSPTTCPSEFST5IFJSMPHJTUJDTBOEEFMJWFSZ
TZTUFNTBSFUIFTBNFGPSCPUIPOBOEPGnJOFQVSDIBTFT
#SJDLNPSUBSUSBEJUJPOBMSFUBJMFSTBEEJOHBOPOMJOFDIBOOFM
BSFHSPXJOHBUCFUXFFOBOE5IFDIBMMFOHFGPS
UIFTFCVTJOFTTFTJTUPJOUFHSBUFFDPNNFSDFJOUPUIFJS
DVSSFOUPSHBOJTBUJPO4PNFPGUIFTFSFUBJMFSTIBWFCFFO
TMPXUPFOHBHFJOFDPNNFSDF
.BOZFSFUBJMFSTJOUFSWJFXFEJOUIFSFTFBSDIEPOPULOPX
XIFSFUIFJSEFNBOEDPNFTGSPNPSXIPUIFJSDPNQFUJUPST
BSF5IFZSFRVJSFMPXDPTU IJHIRVBMJUZ SFMJBCMFMPHJTUJDT
XJUIUIFnFYJCJMJUZUPEFBMXJUIWBSZJOHWPMVNFTBOETFFL
JOMPHJTUJDTQBSUOFSTBXJMMJOHOFTTUPTIBSFSJTLTBOECFOFmUT
JOMPOHUFSNCVTJOFTTSFMBUJPOTIJQT
*OUIF64UIFSFJTMJUUMFBQQFUJUFBNPOHNBOZSFUBJMFST
UPEFWFMPQDSPTTCPSEFSTBMFTEVFUPUIFCBSSJFSTPGEJGGFSJOH
TZTUFNTBOEBDDFQUJOHQBZNFOUTGSPNBCSPBE CVUBMTP
TJHOJmDBOUMZCFDBVTFUIFEPNFTUJDNBSLFUJTHSPXJOHTP
TUSPOHMZ5IFTBNFJTPGDPVSTFOPUUSVFPGUIFCJHFSFUBJMFST
BOEFOBCMFSTTVDIBT"NB[POBOEF#BZ8IFODPOTJEFSJOH
DSPTTCPSEFSFDPNNFSDFBEPQUJPOTUSBUFHJFTJOUIF64 UIF
SFTFBSDIJEFOUJmFEmWFFSFUBJMFSUZQFT

"QPTJUJWFFYQFSJFODFPGFDPNNFSDFJTDSVDJBMJG
DPOTVNFSTBSFUPDPOUJOVFTIPQQJOH5IFZBSFEFUFSSFE
JGUIFQVSDIBTJOHBOEEFMJWFSZQSPDFTTGBJMTUPNFFUUIFJS
FYQFDUBUJPOT5IFSFTFBSDIJOEJDBUFEUIBUUIFRVBMJUZPG
EPNFTUJDFDPNNFSDFHPPETEFMJWFSZXPVMEJOnVFODF
HSPXUIJODSPTTCPSEFSTIPQQJOH

STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET 2011
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E-commerce and the postal sector

&3&5"*-&3#64*/&44453"5&(*&4
CROSS-BORDER ADOPTION SEGMENTS IN THE US

i*UTBMNPTUMJLFXFUBLF
international orders CVUXFSF
OPUBDUJWFMZUSZJOHUPTFMMPVSQSPEVDU
UPinternational customersw Embracers
t7FSZ
LOPXMFEHFBCMF
Emergers
Embryonics
t1MBOOJOHPS
SFMBUJWFMZOFX
UPJOUFSOBUJPOBM
Inert
t/PEFTJSF
'FBSGSBVE
%PNFTUJDGPDVT
t/PSFTPVSDFT
GPSJOUFSOBUJPOBM
FYQBOTJPO

t"EIPDPSEFST
t.BOVBMGSBVE
JOTQFDUJPO
t/PDIBOHFT
UPEPNFTUJD
XFCTJUF

t4PNFXFCTJUF
DIBOHFT
t.PSF
FYQFSJFODFE
t4FFWBMVF
JOFYQBOTJPO
t6TF
JOUFSOBUJPOBM
GBDJMJUBUPST

t0XOGSBVE
EFUFDUJPOTZTUFN
t6TFSFUBJMTUPSFT
JGIBWFUIFN 
UPJODSFBTF
DSPTTCPSEFS
TBMFTHFU
GBTUFSEFMJWFSZ
t.BZVTF
DPVOUSZ63-T
PSUSBOTMBUJPOT

Exploiters
t-POHUJNF
QMBZFST
t1PTJUJPOFEXJUI
TVQFSJPSJUFNTPS
CFTUQSJDJOHPWFS
JODPVOUSZPS
PUIFSSFUBJMFST
t6TFSFGFSSBMT
t6TFPUIFS
QPSUBMT
t6TFPXO
TFBNMFTT
TIJQQJOH
BSSBOHFNFOUT

4PVSDF*1$$SPTT#PSEFS&$PNNFSDF3FQPSU

Consumer needs
$POTVNFSTBSFHFOFSBMMZOPUJOUFSFTUFEJODIPPTJOHUIF
EFMJWFSZQBSUOFSGPSUIFJSFDPNNFSDFQVSDIBTFT BOENPTUMZ
TFFEFMJWFSZBTBOFYUFOTJPOPGUIFFSFUBJMFSTCSBOE
5IFZSFMZPOUIFFSFUBJMFSUPNFFUUIFJSOFFET)PXFWFS 
UIFQSPWJTJPOPGOPWFMEFMJWFSZTPMVUJPOTTVDIBTQBDL
TUBUJPOTEFNPOTUSBUFUIBUCZQSPWJEJOHWBMVFBEEFETFSWJDFT
UPDPOTVNFST EFMJWFSZDPNQBOJFTBSFTVDDFFEJOH
JOESJWJOHEJGGFSFOUJBUJPO"OFDEPUBMFWJEFODFGSPN(FSNBOZ
JOEJDBUFTUIBUDPOTVNFSTBSFQSPBDUJWFMZDIPPTJOHEFMJWFSJFT
CZ%FVUTDIF1PTU%)-JOPSEFSUPPCUBJOUIFJSQSFGFSSFE
EFMJWFSZPQUJPO"DSPTTBMMNBSLFUTDPOTVNFSTDJUFEQSJDF
BTUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUBTQFDUPGEFMJWFSZ5IFSFBGUFSBSBOHF
PGPUIFSGFBUVSFTTVDIBTUSBDLBOEUSBDF UIFBWBJMBCJMJUZ
PGEFMJWFSZPQUJPOTBOESFMJBCJMJUZFNFSHFEBTPGSPVHIMZ
FRVBMJNQPSUBODF
$POTVNFSTXBOUEFUBJMFE VTFSGSJFOEMZEFMJWFSZJOGPSNBUJPO
POFDPNNFSDFXFCTJUFT5IFZIBWFBTUSPOHOFFEGPS
GVMMJOGPSNBUJPOPOEFMJWFSZDPTUT XIFSFBTUIFZKVEHF
OPUJmDBUJPOPGHPPETEFTQBUDIFE BXJEFSBOHFPGEFMJWFSZ
PQUJPOTBOEUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPIBWFHPPETEFMJWFSFE
UPEJGGFSFOUMPDBUJPOTUPCFEFTJSBCMF WBMVFBEEFEBTQFDUT
PGEFMJWFSZ
10

Return services are extremely important
to the development of e-commerce
3FUVSOTFSWJDFTBSFFYUSFNFMZJNQPSUBOUUPUIFEFWFMPQNFOU
PGFDPNNFSDF BTDPOTVNFSTXBOUUIFDPOmEFODFPG
CFJOHBCMFUPSFUVSOHPPETJGEFMJWFSFEUIFXSPOHQSPEVDU
PSEBNBHFEHPPET.PSFPWFS FTQFDJBMMZJOUIFDBTFPG
BQQBSFM NBOZDPOTVNFSTQVSDIBTFBSBOHFPGQSPEVDUTJO
UIFLOPXMFEHFUIBUUIFZXJMMSFUVSOBQSPQPSUJPOPGUIFTF
3FUVSOSBUFTWBSZBDSPTTUIFOBUJPOBMNBSLFUTTVSWFZFE 
JOnVFODFECZUIFIJTUPSJDTUSFOHUIPGEJTUBODFTFMMFSTBOE
UIFUZQFTPGHPPETNPTUGSFRVFOUMZQVSDIBTFE8IJMF
JOUFSOBUJPOBMSFUVSOTSFRVJSFTPQIJTUJDBUFEJOUFHSBUFE
TZTUFNT UIFSFTFBSDIJOEJDBUFTUIBUBOFBTZUPVOEFSTUBOE
SFUVSOTTPMVUJPOXPVMEQSPWJEFBTJHOJmDBOUmMMJQUPDSPTT
CPSEFSFDPNNFSDFGSPNUIFDPOTVNFSQFSTQFDUJWF
)PXFWFS OBUJPOBMDVMUVSBMIBCJUTDBOBMTPSFQSFTFOU
BCBSSJFSUPHSPXJOHDSPTTCPSEFSPOMJOFTBMFTGSPNUIF
SFUBJMFSTTJEF'SFODISFUBJMFSTNBZOPUMJLFUPTFMMJO
(FSNBOZEVFUPUIFIJHIQSPQPSUJPOPGSFUVSOTJOUIBU
NBSLFU XIJDIXPVMEJNQMZHSFBUFSDPTUTUIBOTFMMJOH
JONBSLFUTXJUIBMFTTTJHOJmDBOUSFUVSOTDVMUVSF

STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET 2011

3&563/4&37*$&4
INCIDENCE AND METHODS OF RETURN

% Ever returned goods
Average number of returns

Take to a post ofﬁce/
collection point

UK

DE

FR

DK

NL

BE

61%

76%

52%

51%

61%

44%

3.2

6.6

2.9

4.0

4.8

4.0


O
O

Organise a speciﬁc pick up











O
O

O
O

O
O
















Take it back to the store





Return immediately
at moment of delivery









O
O




O
O







#BTF*OEJWJEVBMTXJUIJOUFSOFUBDDFTTBUIPNFXIPQVSDIBTFEHPPETGPSQIZTJDBMEFMJWFSZJOQBTUNPOUITBOEFWFSSFUVSOFEHPPET
4PVSDF*1$$SPTT#PSEFS&$PNNFSDF3FQPSU

5IFGPMMPXJOHDIBSUTIPXTUIFUPQUFODBUFHPSJFTGPS
QIZTJDBMEFMJWFSZPGFDPNNFSDFQSPEVDUT8IJMFUIF
mSTUDBUFHPSZoCPPLT NVTJDBOEmMNoJTBUSJTLPGEJHJUBM
TVCTUJUVUJPO UIFTFDPOEoDMPUIFTBOETIPFToJTWFSZNVDI
EFQFOEFOUPOTPQIJTUJDBUFESFUVSOTTFSWJDFT BOETPNF
JOOPWBUJWFDPNQBOJFTTVDIBT[BQQPTDPNIBWFUBLFOGVMM
BEWBOUBHFPGUIJTSFUVSOTQSJODJQMFBOECVJMUJUJOUPUIFJS

STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET 2011

CVTJOFTTNPEFM4PNFDPTNFUJDTBOETLJODBSFDPNQBOJFT
TVDIBT/JWFBBSFGPDVTFEPOTIJGUJOHNPSFTBMFTJOUP
UIFPOMJOFTQBDF XIFSFUIFZXPVMEFOKPZDPOTJEFSBCMZ
IJHIFSNBSHJOTCZDVUUJOHPVUUIFSFUBJMFS5IJTJTBUSFOE
UIBUJTMJLFMZUPHSPX XIJDIDPVMECFBGVSUIFSTUJNVMVTUP
FDPNNFSDFHSPXUI
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E-commerce and the postal sector

0/-*/&163$)"4&4
TOP 10 GOODS FOR PHYSICAL DELIVERY
ever bought
most often

Average #
Books, CDs & DVDs
Clothes & shoes
Computer software / games
Electronic equip. & devices
Toys & hobbies

UK

DE

FR

DK

NL

BE

O

O

O

O

O

O





















































































































Beauty



















Computer hardware



















Ofﬁce supplies



















Sports goods



















Small domestic appliances








#BTF*OEJWJEVBMTXJUIJOUFSOFUBDDFTTBUIPNFXIPQVSDIBTFEHPPETGPSQIZTJDBMEFMJWFSZJOQBTUNPOUIT
4PVSDF*1$$SPTT#PSEFS&DPNNFSDF3FQPSU

Drivers for success in cross-border e-commerce
delivery

46$$&44*/&$0..&3$&%&-*7&3:
Trust

5IFNBJOESJWFSTPGDSPTTCPSEFSFDPNNFSDFBSFQSJDF
BOEBDDFTTUPQSPEVDUTVOBWBJMBCMFBUIPNF4QFFEJTOPU
BSFMFWBOUGBDUPSGPSDSPTTCPSEFSFDPNNFSDF BTQSJDF
BOEBDDFTTUBLFQSFDFEFODF$POTVNFSTEPIPXFWFS
SFRVJSFSFMJBCJMJUZBOEDIPJDF3FUBJMFSTXBOUTUSPOH SPCVTU 
nFYJCMFBOESFMJBCMFQBSUOFSTUPDBSSZPVUDSPTTCPSEFS
EFMJWFSZGVMmMNFOU

E-retailers

Customer care

Consumers

Delivery partner
t$PTU
t3FMJBCJMJUZ
t5SBDLUSBDF
t'MFYJCJMJUZJO
DBQBDJUZ

$PTUFGGFDUJWF
2VBMJUZTFSWJDF

t1SJDF
t3FMJBCJMJUZ
t$IPJDF
t*OGPSNBUJPO

Drivers for success
t4FHNFOUFEQSJDJOHNPEFMT
t1SPBDUJWFJOGPSNBUJPONBOBHFNFOU
t-PHJTUJDTFYQFSUJTF
t3FMBUJPOTIJQNBOBHFNFOU
t'MFYJCMFCVTJOFTTNPEFM
4PVSDF*1$$SPTT#PSEFS&DPNNFSDF3FQPSU
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E-commerce and the postal sector

F#BZTIPXTUIBU
tPGDPOTVNFSTXPVMECVZNPSFPOMJOFJGGSFF
TIJQQJOHXFSFBWBJMBCMF
tPGDPOTVNFSTSFTFBSDIPOMJOFBOECVZUIFJSHPPET
PGnJOFUPBWPJETIJQQJOHDIBSHFT
tUIFOVNCFSPOFSFBTPOGPSOPUCVZJOHPOMJOFBUF#BZ
JTTIJQQJOHDPTUT
tPGDPOTVNFSTSFRVJSFNPSFSPCVTUUSBDLJOH
JOGPSNBUJPO
tDPOTVNFSTDBSFBCPVUUIFFOWJSPONFOUBOEXJMM
JODSFBTJOHMZSFRVJSFTVTUBJOBCMFEFMJWFSZTPMVUJPOT
*TTVFTPGSFUVSOTBOEUSVTUBSFPGHSFBUJOUFSFTUUPF#BZBOE
JUTDVTUPNFST BOEUIFLFZJTTVFTJEFOUJmFECZF#BZGPSUIF
QPTUBMJOEVTUSZUPBEESFTTJTUIFQSPWJTJPOPGDSPTTCPSEFS
WJTJCJMJUZBOETUBOEBSEJTFEUSBDLJOHBOECBSDPEJOH
$SPTTCPSEFSUSBEFJTTJHOJmDBOUGPSF#BZTPNFCO
XPSUIPGQSPEVDUTXBTTPMEPOF#BZJO BOEHSPTT
NFSDIBOEJTFWPMVNF (.7 BDSPTTCPSEFSTBDDPVOUFE
GPSPGF#BZTWPMVNFTUIBUZFBS4PNFPG1BZ1BM
USBOTBDUJPOTJOXFSFGPSJOUFSOBUJPOBMTBMFT
F#BZTFMMFSTDPNQFUFGPSCVZFST BOEVOMJLF"NB[PO
BOEPUIFSFSFUBJMFST F#BZEPFTOPUXBSFIPVTFPSDBSSZ
JOWFOUPSZ4PNFPGUIFMBSHFSTFMMFSTJO"TJBXBSFIPVTF
HPPETJOUIF64TPUIBUUIFDPOTVNFSUIJOLTUIFZBSF
CVZJOHEPNFTUJDBMMZSBUIFSUIBOBDSPTTCPSEFST#VZFSTEP
OPUOFDFTTBSJMZDBSFXIFSFUIFHPPETDPNFGSPNoBTMPOH
BTUIFJSTFSWJDFFYQFDUBUJPOTBSFNFU5PUIJTFOEF#BZIBT
BUFBNCBTFEJO$IJOBUIBUIFMQTTFMMFSTNFFUDPOTVNFS
EFNBOETJORVBMJUZTUBOEBSET&YQFDUBUJPOTEJGGFSCZSFHJPO
oGPSFYBNQMF QSPWJEJOHBUSBDLJOHOVNCFSJTJNQPSUBOUJO
UIF64 CVUOPUBTJNQPSUBOUUPDVTUPNFSTJOUIF6,

Four forces driving change:
digital; social; mobile; local
4QFBLJOHBUUIF*1$4UBOGPSE(MPCBM4VQQMZ$IBJO
.BOBHFNFOU'PSVNF#BZT$50.BSL$BSHFTTBJEUIBUUIF
DIBOHFTXJUOFTTFEJOUFDIOPMPHZPWFSUIFQBTUUXPZFBST
BSFHPJOHUPEPNPSFUPSBEJDBMMZDIBOHFFDPNNFSDFUIBO
BOZUIJOHTFFOJOUIFQSFWJPVTZFBST,FZUSFOETJONPCJMF
BOEEJHJUBMUFDIOPMPHZ MPDBMJTBUJPOBOETPDJBMNFEJBBSF
ESJWJOHUSFNFOEPVTDIBOHFNPWJOHGPSXBSE

Digital
$POUFOU MJLFDVSSFODZ JTHPJOHEJHJUBM5PEBUFPWFSPOF
CJMMJPOEPXOMPBETPGJ1IPOFBQQMJDBUJPOTIBWFCFFO
SFHJTUFSFE4POHTBSFEPXOMPBEFEPWFSUIFXFC CPPLTBSF

14
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Digital

Social

Mobile

Local

4PVSDFF#BZ *1$4UBOGPSE(MPCBM4VQQMZ$IBJO.BOBHFNFOU'PSVN 'FCSVBSZ

EJHJUJTFEGPSFSFBEFSTBOEUBCMFUTWJEFPTBSFTUSFBNFEJO
IJHIEFmOJUJPO%FWJDFTBSFFYUSFNFMZJNQPSUBOUJOFOBCMJOH
UIFDPOTVNQUJPOPGEJHJUBMDPOUFOU

Social
4PDJBMOFUXPSLTGBDJMJUBUFDPOTVNFSGFFECBDL DIBOHJOH
UIFXBZJOXIJDIQFPQMFTIPQ"OFYBNQMFJTF#BZTHSPVQ
HJGUTPMVUJPOUIBUBMMPXTDPOTVNFSTUPJOUFSBDUTPDJBMMZ
POMJOFJOUIFQVSDIBTFPGBHSPVQQSFTFOU XXXHSPVQHJGUT
F#BZDPN 
"OPUIFSFYBNQMFGSPNF#BZJTJUT'BTIJPO7BVMU XIFSF
DPOTVNFSTVTFUIFAMJLFNFDIBOJTNUPTIBSFXIBUUIFZ
IBWFCFFOCSPXTJOHPOF#BZ5IJTLJOEPGTPDJBMBDUJWJUZ
JODMVEFTSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTBOEVTFSSFWJFXT ESJWFTUSBGmD
UPF#BZBOETUSPOHMZJOnVFODFTQVSDIBTJOH

Mobile
$VSSFOUMZTPNFNJMMJPO"NFSJDBOTBDDFTTUIFXFCWJB
NPCJMFEFWJDFTF#BZQSFEJDUTUIBUUIFEJTUJODUJPOCFUXFFO
MBQUPQTBOEQIPOFTXJMMHSBEVBMMZEJTBQQFBSFBDIXJMM
KVTUCFBEJGGFSFOUGPSNPGBDDFTTUPUIFJOUFSOFU5IF
JNQPSUBODFPGNPCJMFJOUFSOFUBDDFTTJTSFnFDUFEJOUIF
GBDUUIBUNBOZXFCTJUFTIBWFEFWFMPQFENPCJMFGSJFOEMZ
WFSTJPOT5IFDPOWFSHFODFPGUFDIOPMPHJFTXJMMBMMPXNPCJMF
DPNNFSDFUPUISJWF
F#BZJTCVJMEJOHTPNFPGUIJTUFDIOPMPHZJOUPJUTDVTUPNFS
FYQFSJFODF"OFYBNQMFJTF#BZT'BTIJPOBQQGPSJ1IPOF
XIJDI XPSLJOHXJUIGSPOUGBDJOHDBNFSBT FOBCMF
BVHNFOUFESFBMJUZCZBMMPXJOHUIFDPOTVNFSUPWJSUVBMMZ
USZPOBQQBSFMBOEBDDFTTPSJFT TVDIBTTFFJOHIPXBQBJS
PGTVOHMBTTFTXPVMEMPPLPO3FE-BTFSUFDIOPMPHZJOUIF
DPSFF#BZBQQFOBCMFTCBSDPEFTPGQSPEVDUTUPCFTDBOOFE
UPmOEUIFCFTUPOMJOFEFBM

STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET 2011

Local
(FPMPDBUJPOJTBNPCJMFUFDIOPMPHZGFBUVSFUIBUJT
JODSFBTJOHMZCFJOHVTFEUPHSPXDPNNFSDF"TF#BZT
PCKFDUJWFJTUPCSJOHUIFXPSMETPGnJOFJOWFOUPSZPOMJOF
JUJTFNCSBDJOHUIJTUFDIOPMPHZBTEFNPOTUSBUFECZJUT
SFDFOUQVSDIBTFPGUIFDPNQBOZ.JMPBDPNQBOZJOGPSNT
DPOTVNFSTUISPVHIUIFJSQIPOFTXIBUTBWBJMBCMFJOSFBM
UJNFBUMPDBMTIPQT
"T.JMPJTJOUFHSBUFEJOUPF#BZ F#BZDVTUPNFSTXJMMCF
BCMFDPMMFDUHPPETCPVHIUPOF#BZBUMPDBMTIPQT XJUIPVU
IBWJOHUPXBJUGPSUIFNUPCFTIJQQFE HJWJOHDPOTVNFST
NPSFEFMJWFSZDIPJDF$SPTTDIBOOFMTIPQQJOHCMVSTUIFMJOF
CFUXFFOPOMJOFBOEMPDBMPGnJOFTIPQQJOHBOEJTTJYUJNFT
UIFWPMVNFPGQVSFFDPNNFSDF

How can posts support eBay’s business?
.BOZFSFUBJMFSTBSFVOBCMFUPNFFUDPOTVNFSDSPTTCPSEFS
SFRVJSFNFOUTEVFUPUIFJSJOBCJMJUZUPGBDJMJUBUFJOUFSOBUJPOBM
DVTUPNTSFRVJSFNFOUT*GQPTUTDPVMESFTPMWFUIFTF
DIBMMFOHFTGPSTFMMFSTJUXPVMEVOMPDLUIFIVHFQPUFOUJBMPG
UIFDSPTTCPSEFSNBSLFUBOEQVUQPTUTJOBVOJRVFWBMVFE
QPTJUJPOXJUIF#BZBOEPUIFSNBSLFUTBOEFSFUBJMFST

Customer case study: Nespresso

*UIBTBTUSPOH JOGPSNBUJPOSJDISFMBUJPOTIJQXJUIJUT
NFNCFST IPMEJOHQFSTPOBMUFMFQIPOFOVNCFSTBOE
DPNNVOJDBUJOHWJBSFMBUJPOTIJQ DVTUPNFSTFSWJDF 
DFOUSFTNBOOFECZEJSFDUMZFNQMPZFETUBGG
/FTQSFTTPEFWFMPQFEJUTCPVUJRVFTJOJUJBMMZBTBCSBOEJOH
UPPMCVUOPXSFUBJMMPDBUJPOTBSPVOEUIFXPSMEIBWF
CFDPNFBDIBOOFMJOUIFJSPXOSJHIUBDDPVOUJOHGPS
PGUPUBMTBMFT.FNCFSTBSFBCMFUPQMBDFPSEFSTJO
CPVUJRVFTGPSIPNFEFMJWFSZ PSPSEFSPOMJOFGPSDPMMFDUJPO
BUBCPVUJRVF BTXFMMBTPOMJOFGPSIPNFEFMJWFSZ

Nespresso’s relationship with posts
0OFUIJSEPG/FTQSFTTPTUPUBMMPHJTUJDTDPTUTGSPNCFBOUP
DVQJTGPSDPOTVNFSEFMJWFSZPQFSBUJPOTBOBEEJUJPOBM
PGMPHJTUJDTDPTUJTQJDLJOH QBDLJOHBOETUPSBHF5PEBUF 
OPMPHJTUJDTDPNQBOZIBTPGGFSFE/FTQSFTTPBQBO&VSPQFBO
TFSWJDFBUBQSJDFDPNQFUJUJWFXJUIDVSSFOUNVMUJQMFEPNFTUJD
TFSWJDFT OPSIBT/FTQSFTTPGPVOEBOBDDFQUBCMFSFWFSTF
MPHJTUJDTTPMVUJPOBDSPTTCPSEFST
*OTPNFDPVOUSJFT/FTQSFTTPSFDFJWFTBIJHIOVNCFS
PGDPNQMBJOUTBCPVUUIFDPOEJUJPOPGQBDLBHFTEFMJWFSFE
CZUIFQPTU5IFSFBSFDVMUVSBMEJGGFSFODFTJOQFSDFQUJPO
PGEBNBHFCVUTPNFQPTUBMJOTUBMMBUJPOTEPOPUQSPWJEF
TVGmDJFOUDBSFGPS/FTQSFTTPQSPEVDUT EVFUPBVUPNBUFE
NBUFSJBMTIBOEMJOHQSPDFTTFT
/FTQSFTTPEPFTOPUVTFQPTUTJOBMMNBSLFUT0OBDDPVOU
PGEBNBHFBOESFMJBCJMJUZJTTVFTUIFDPNQBOZIBTUIFMBSHFTU
OVNCFSPGEFMJWFSZQBSUOFSTJO'SBODF JUTMBSHFTUNBSLFUCVU
BMTPUIFPOFXIFSFJUGBDFTHSFBUFTUDPNQFUJUJPO NBLJOH
UIFEFMJWFSZTFSWJDFTFWFONPSFJNQPSUBOU
'JSTUUJNFEFMJWFSZCFDPNFTBDIBMMFOHFBTGFXFSQFPQMF
BSFBUIPNFJOUIFEBZBOEUSVTUJOOFJHICPVSTUPUBLFJO
QBDLBHFTIBTEFDMJOFE.PSFNFNCFSTBSFRVFVJOHBUQPTU
PGmDFTPO4BUVSEBZTUPDPMMFDUUIFJSQBDLBHFT BOBDUJWJUZ
OPUJOLFFQJOHXJUI/FTQSFTTPTMVYVSZCSBOEJNBHFBOE
QSPNJTFPGFYDFMMFOUTFSWJDF

/JDPMBT(VFJTTB[ %JSFDUPS4VQQMZ$IBJO /FTQSFTTP
FYQMBJOFEBCPVUIJTDPNQBOZTJOUFSFTUJODSPTTCPSEFS
FDPNNFSDFMPHJTUJDTBUUIF*1$4FOJPS&YFDVUJWF'PSVN
PO$SPTT#PSEFS&$PNNFSDFJO0DUPCFS
/FTQSFTTPCFHBOMJGFZFBSTBHPBTBOFYDMVTJWFMZPOMJOF
CVTJOFTT*UTFMMTTJOHMFEPTFBMVNJOJVNDBQTVMFTUPJUTTFWFO
NJMMJPODVTUPNFSTXIJDIXPSLFYDMVTJWFMZXJUI/FTQSFTTP
DPGGFFNBDIJOFT

/JDPMBT(VFJTTB[DPOmSNFE*1$TSFTFBSDImOEJOHUIBU
UIFDPOTVNFSSFMBUJPOTIJQJTXJUIUIFFSFUBJMFSBOEOPU
UIFEFMJWFSZDPNQBOZEBNBHFEQSPEVDUTSFnFDUEJSFDUMZ
POIJTDPNQBOZ OPUPOUIFQPTU)FJOWJUFEQPTUBM
PQFSBUPSTUPXPSLXJUIIJNUPSFTQPOEUP/FTQSFTTPT
DIBMMFOHFTBOEUPmOENVUVBMMZCFOFmDJBMTPMVUJPOT
BOEUPFOHJOFFSQBDLBHJOHBOEQJDLQBDLQSPDFTTFT
NPSFTVJUFEUPQPTUBMIBOEMJOHFRVJQNFOU

/FTQSFTTPTNJTTJPOJTUPTFMMJUTDVTUPNFSTBQMFBTVSBCMF
FYQFSJFODFCVJMUPOFYDFMMFOUDPGGFF UFDIOPMPHJDBMMZTNBSU
NBDIJOFTBOEUPQRVBMJUZTFSWJDFXIJDI DSVDJBMMZ JODMVEFT
EFMJWFSZTFSWJDFBTBOFYUFOTJPOPGUIFCSBOE5IFDPNQBOZ
BDDFQUTPSEFSTIPVSTBEBZ TFWFOEBZTBXFFLBOE
QSPNJTFTUPEFMJWFSXJUIJOIPVST
STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET 2011
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E-commerce and the postal sector

The consumer relationship is with the
e-retailer and not the delivery company

Delivery company case study:
Yamato

/FTQSFTTPJTQJMPUJOHQPUFOUJBMOFXEFMJWFSZTFSWJDFT
/FTQSFTTPDVTUPNFSTWBMVFSFMJBCJMJUZBOEDPOWFOJFODF
BCPWFBMMPUIFSTFSWJDFFMFNFOUT5IFDPNQBOZOFFETUP
FWPMWFJUTPGGFSUPQSPWJEFFWFOHSFBUFSDPOWFOJFODFCFDBVTF
NPSFDPNQFUJUPSTBSFQSPWJEJOHWBMVFBEEFETFSWJDFT
.FNCFSTXBOUUPLOPXUIFUPUBMDPTUPGUIFJSPSEFS
JODMVEJOHEFMJWFSZTPJUJTJNQPSUBOUUPTIPXUIFCSFBLEPXO
%PVCMFUIFOPSNBMEFMJWFSZQSJDFNJHIUCFSFBTPOBCMFGPS
BOPVUPGIPVSTTFSWJDFCVUOPUUSFCMF XIJDIJTUIFDVSSFOU
QPTUBMDIBSHF/FTQSFTTPPGGFSTBGSFFTBNFEBZTFSWJDFJO
1BSJTBOEBOPQUJPOUPDIPPTFBUXPIPVSEFMJWFSZTMPUBU
BDPTUPGé
/JDPMBT(VFJTTB[TVHHFTUFEUIBUQPTUTDBOCF/FTQSFTTPT
QBSUOFSJOEFMJWFSJOHFOIBODFETFSWJDFTUPJUTNFNCFST5IF
DPNQBOZJTQJMPUJOHBIPNFDPMMFDUJPOTFSWJDFGPSSFDZDMJOH
VTFEBMVNJOJVNDPGGFFDBQTVMFTi8FNVTUIBWFQBSUOFST
JOPUIFSDPVOUSJFT XIZOPUUIFQPTUNBO wBTLFE(VFJTTB[
i)JTWBOJTFNQUZXIFOIFSFUVSOTUPUIFEFMJWFSZPGmDFw
(VFJTTB[TVHHFTUFEUIBUQPTUBMDBSSJFSTDPVMEBMTP
QSPWJEFBIPNFEFDBMDJGZJOHTFSWJDFGPS/FTQSFTTPDPGGFF
NBDIJOFT$BMDJVNCVJMEVQJTUIFTJOHMFHSFBUFTUSFBTPOGPS
NBMGVODUJPOPGNBDIJOFT5/5IBTBMSFBEZSFTQPOEFEUPUIJT
OFFEJOUIF/FUIFSMBOET
5IFDPNQBOZJTBTTFTTJOH4BUVSEBZBOE4VOEBZEFMJWFSZ
BOEUIFQSPWJTJPOPGDPOTVNFSQJDLVQQPJOUT*UXPVME
MJLFQPTUBMPQFSBUPSTUPQSPWJEFMBUFSDPMMFDUJPOTUPHJWF
JUTQJDLFSTBOEQBDLFSTUJNFUPQSFQBSFKVTUSFDFJWFEPSEFST
GPSEFTQBUDIJOUJNFUPNFFUUIFDPNQBOZTIPVS
EFMJWFSZQSPNJTF
"TLFEIPXUIFQPTUDPVMECFDPNFUIFDPOTVNFSTEFMJWFSFS
PGDIPJDF /JDPMBT(VFJTTB[TVHHFTUFEUIBUQPTUBMPQFSBUPST
NVTUCSBOEUIFJSNBKPSBUUSJCVUFTi%FMJWFSFECZUIF1PTUw
DPVMECFDPNFBTFMMJOHQPJOUPOFDPNNFSDFXFCTJUFT
*OEFFEUIFQPTUBMJOUFSGBDFXJUIDPOTVNFSTJTUIFWJTJCMF
FMFNFOUPGUIFPOMJOFTIPQQJOHFYQFSJFODFQPTUBMPQFSBUPST
EFMJWFSUIFFSFUBJMFSTCSBOEWBMVFTBTXFMMBTJUTQSPEVDUT
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'PVOEFEJOJO5PLZP :BNBUPJTUIFMBSHFTU$$
TFSWJDFDPNQBOZJO+BQBOXJUITBMFTJOPGCO 
QSPmUTPGNJMMJPOBOEPWFS FNQMPZFFT
5IF:BNBUPQIJMPTPQIZJTGPDVTFEPODVTUPNFSDBSFUIF
DPNQBOZNPUUPJTATFSWJDFmSTU QSPmUOFYU5IF:BNBUP
MPHPJTPGBNPUIFSDBUDBSSZJOHIFSLJUUFOBOESFQSFTFOUT
UIFDPODFQUPGDBSFUIBUHPFTJOUPUIFIBOEMJOHPG:BNBUP
DVTUPNFSTQBDLBHFT

Service ﬁrst, proﬁt next
:BNBUPJTUIFNBSLFUMFBEFSJOEPPSUPEPPSEFMJWFSZJO
+BQBO XJUIPGNBSLFUTIBSF)PXFWFSJUEPFTOPU
CFODINBSLJUTTFSWJDFBHBJOTUPUIFSEFMJWFSZDPNQBOJFT 
CVUSBUIFSBHBJOTUFYQFSJFOUJBMTFSWJDFJOEVTUSZDPNQBOJFT
TVDIBTUIF5PLZP%JTOFZ3FTPSUBOE4JOHBQPSF"JSMJOFT 
DPNQBOJFTUIBUGPDVTPOTFSWJDFTBUJTGBDUJPOMFWFMT
:BNBUPSBOLTOVNCFSFJHIUPWFSBMMJOUIF+BQBOFTFTFSWJDF
TBUJTGBDUJPOSBOLJOH

STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET 2011

$"4&456%::"."500'+"1"/
DELIVERY NETWORK AND ACCESS TO CUSTOMERS

Delivery volume

1.3 billion parcels

Hub terminals

71

Delivery centres

6,293

Collection agents 260,920
Delivery trucks

51,386

Employees

136,722

Sales drivers

50,220

3.8 million packagesEFMJWFSFE
QFSEBZ 100%UISPVHIPXO/FUXPSL

"JSQPSU

.JO

1PSU 

13 mins

4 mins to customer

Delivery centres
6,293

Collection agents
260,920

$POWFOJFODFTUPSFT
 

+3TUBUJPOT 

.JO

.JO

.JO

.JO

'JSFTUBUJPO 

.JO

1PMJDFTUBUJPO
 

.JO

&MFNFOUBSZ
TDIPPM
 

1PTUCPYFT
 

.JO

.JO

(BTTUBUJPO
 

.JO

#VTTUPQ
 

1VCMJDUFMFQIPOF
 

.JO

.JO

Customer

7FOEJOHNBDIJOF
 

4PVSDF+JO8IBOH +BHEFFQBOE3PTIOJ4JOHI1SPGFTTPSPG0QFSBUJPOT *OGPSNBUJPO5FDIOPMPHZ$PEJSFDUPS 4UBOGPSE/BUJPOBM6OJWFSTJUZPG4JOHBQPSF&YFDVUJWF&EVDBUJPO1SPHSBNJO*OUFSOBUJPOBM.BOBHFNFOU 
4UBOGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ *1$4UBOGPSE(MPCBM4VQQMZ$IBJO.BOBHFNFOU'PSVN 'FCSVBSZ

:BNBUPIBTDSFBUFEQBSUOFSTIJQTXJUI MPDBMEFBMFST
XIJDIFOBCMFUIFEFMJWFSZOFUXPSLUPQMBDFBDPMMFDUJPO
BHFOUXJUIJOKVTUGPVSNJOVUFTPGBDPOTVNFSBOZXIFSF
JO+BQBO

STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET 2011

Yamato customers can choose from six
delivery time windows, 365 days a year
&BDIEBZ:BNBUPEFMJWFSTNJMMJPOQBDLBHFTUISPVHI
JUTEFEJDBUFEEFMJWFSZOFUXPSL%FMJWFSZBHFOUTBSFLOPXO
JOUIFJSMPDBMDPNNVOJUJFTBOEBTTVDIDPOTVNFSTEFWFMPQ
SFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUIUIFJSGBNJMZESJWFS5PBSSBOHFEFMJWFSZ
BGUFSOPUJmDBUJPOUIFDPOTVNFSDPOUBDUTUIFESJWFSUP
TQFDJGZUIFEFTJHOBUFEEFMJWFSZQMBDFBOEDBODIPPTFGSPN
TJYEFMJWFSZUJNFTMPUTFWFSZEBZVOUJMQN EBZTBZFBS
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E-commerce and the postal sector

$"4&456%::"."500'+"1"/
PARCEL HOME DELIVERY VOLUME IN JAPAN
Yamato Transport
Japan Post
2007 e-money
service launched

2006 Receiving service
at customer access
points launched

1998 Six time zone
delivery launched

 
2005 Yamato
mail notiﬁcation

1996 Delivery
365 days per year

1992 Time
service launched

.JM6OJU

2002 Driver Direct
service launched

1989 Airport Yamato
service launched

 

1988 Cool Yamato
service launched

1986 Collect
service launched



1984 Golf Yamato
service launched

1983 Ski Yamato
service launched
















*1$4FOJPS&YFDVUJWF'PSVNPO*OOPWBUJPOGPS1PTUBM&MFDUSPOJD1SPEVDUT #SVTTFMT .BSDI

4PVSDF+JO8IBOH +BHEFFQBOE3PTIOJ4JOHI1SPGFTTPSPG0QFSBUJPOT *OGPSNBUJPO5FDIOPMPHZ$PEJSFDUPS 4UBOGPSE/BUJPOBM6OJWFSTJUZPG4JOHBQPSF&YFDVUJWF&EVDBUJPO1SPHSBNJO*OUFSOBUJPOBM.BOBHFNFOU 
4UBOGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ *1$4UBOGPSE(MPCBM4VQQMZ$IBJO.BOBHFNFOU'PSVN 'FCSVBSZ

:BNBUPIBTCVJMUJUTNBSLFUTIBSFBOESFQVUBUJPO
POJOOPWBUJPO
*OUIFTUIFDPNQBOZJOUSPEVDFEBTLJTFSWJDFGPS
UIFUSBOTQPSUBUJPOPGDVTUPNFSTLJTGSPNUIFMPDBM:BNBUP
PGmDFUPUIFNPVOUBJOT5IJTXBTFYUFOEFEJOUP
BHPMGFRVJQNFOUEFMJWFSZTFSWJDF*OUIFDPNQBOZ
JOUSPEVDFEBDPPMEFMJWFSZTFSWJDFGPSQFSJTIBCMFHPPETBOE
GSP[FOGPPET*OUIFTUIFTJYUJNFTBEBZEBZT
BZFBSTFSWJDFXBTJOUSPEVDFE.PSFSFDFOUMZUIFDPNQBOZ
JOUSPEVDFEBOFNPOFZTFSWJDFJO
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Customer satisfaction leads to efﬁcient
operations, but not vice versa
:BNBUP$&0 .BTBLJ:BNBVDIJ IBTTUBUFEUIBUiDVTUPNFS
TBUJTGBDUJPOMFBETUPFGmDJFOUPQFSBUJPOT CVUOPUWJDFWFSTBw
:BNBUPJTBTIJOJOHFYBNQMFPGBEFMJWFSZDPNQBOZUIBU
FNCSBDFTJOOPWBUJPO JTUPUBMMZGPDVTFEPODVTUPNFSTFSWJDF
BOEJODPOTFRVFODFIBTCFDPNFUIFOVNCFSPOFEPPS
UPEPPSEFMJWFSZPQFSBUPSJO+BQBOJOUFSNTPGWPMVNF
4QFBLJOHBUUIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM1PTU$PSQPSBUJPO"OOVBM
$POGFSFODF A4IPQ!)PNFJO.BZ)JSPTIJ.JLJUBOJ 
$&0PG3BLVUFO TJOHMFEPVU:BNBUPGPSQSBJTFTBZJOH
UIBUJUUPPLHSFBUFSDBSFPGJUTQBSDFMTUIBOBOZPUIFS
EFMJWFSZDPNQBOZ
STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET 2011

3BLVUFOJTGPDVTFEPOUIF+BQBOFTFNBSLFUBOEJTUIF
OVNCFSFDPNNFSDFPOFQMBZFSJO+BQBOXJUIBHSPVQHSPTT
USBOTBDUJPOWBMVFGPSPGd CJMMJPO CO XJUI
TBMFTPGd CJMMJPO CO .JLJUBOJUPMEUIFDPOGFSFODF
UIBUUIFQVSDIBTJOHCFIBWJPVSPGDPOTVNFSTXBTDIBOHJOH
UIFZXBOUVOJRVFQSPEVDUTBOEUIJTXJMMSFTVMUJOBHFOFSBM
JODSFBTFJODPOTVNQUJPO SBUIFSUIBOBDBOOJCBMJTBUJPOPG
FYJTUJOHSFUBJM)FCFMJFWFEUIBUFDPNNFSDFDPVMEHSPXUP
PGUPUBMSFUBJM BOEUIBU
JUXPVMEDPWFSBMMQSPEVDUMJOFTJODMVEJOHHSPDFSJFT


Technology case study: Google
(PPHMFTFFLTQBSUOFSTXJUIPGGFSTDPNQMFNFOUBSZUP
JUTFDPNNFSDFBOEPOMJOFNBSLFUJOHTPMVUJPOTBOEJT
FOHBHJOHNPSFXJUIQPTUBMPQFSBUPST4FOJPSCVTJOFTT
FYFDVUJWFTBSFOPUZFUBEPQUJOHOFXUFDIOPMPHJDBMBEWBODFT
BOE BTBQBSUOFSUP(PPHMF QPTUBMPQFSBUPSTDPVMEIFMQ
TQSFBEUIFNFTTBHFGBTUFS
"GVOEBNFOUBMUFDIOPMPHJDBMDIBOHFIBTUBLFOQMBDF
PWFSUIFQBTUUXPZFBSTXJUIUIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGNPEFSO
CSPXTFST FOIBODFE+BWBTDSJQU DMPVEDPNQVUJOH BNPOHTU
PUIFSEFWFMPQNFOUT(PPHMFPCTFSWFTGPVSNBJOUSFOETOPX
EFmOJOHUIFJOUFSOFU TUSJLJOHMZTJNJMBSUPUIPTFJEFOUJmFECZ
F#BZNPCJMF TPDJBM QFSTPOBMBOEMPDBM

The mobile web
"MMPG(PPHMFTEFWFMPQNFOUJTPSJFOUFEUPXBSETNPCJMF
QIPOFTXIJDIJUTFFTBTUIFNBJOFOUSZQPJOUUPUIFOFU
"OESPJE UIFPQFONPCJMFQMBUGPSNmSTUEFWFMPQFECZ
(PPHMFJTJOTUBMMFEJO OFXQIPOFTTIJQQFEHMPCBMMZ
FBDIEBZ

66% of the globe is mobile connected
5XPUIJSETPGUIFXPSMETQPQVMBUJPOIBTBNPCJMFQIPOF
*OUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTPOFJOmWFQFPQMFBMSFBEZIBTBTNBSU
QIPOF.PCJMFQIPOFTBSFESJWJOHJOOPWBUJPOTJODPOTVNFS
TFSWJDFTBDSPTTUIFHMPCF GSPNTNBSUQIPOFTBMMUIFXBZ
EPXOUPmSTUHFOFSBUJPOUFYUPOMZEFWJDFT%FWFMPQJOH
OBUJPOTXJUITQBSTFVUJMJUZJOGSBTUSVDUVSFTBSFTFFJOHNPCJMF
QIPOFTDPNFJOUPUIFJSPXOJOCSJOHJOHTFSWJDFT
UPDPOTVNFSTBDSPTTHSFBUEJTUBODFT*O,FOZBGPSFYBNQMF
NPCJMFCBOLJOHJTIVHF XIFSFQBZNFOUTBSFNBEFCZ4.4
BOENPOFZJTTUPSFEWJSUVBMMZJOQIPOFTUPCFSFEFFNFEBU
NPCJMFCBOLJOHDFOUSFT
*OUIFEFWFMPQFEXPSME DPOTVNFSTBSFVTJOHTNBSUQIPOFT
GPSDPNQBSJTPOTIPQQJOH UPHFUWPVDIFSTPSUPDIFDL
TUPDLTJOTIPQT XJUIDMFBSQFBLTJOVTBHFBUMVODIUJNF
BOEXFFLFOET



8)"5%01&01-&%0'30..0#*-&1)0/&4
SEARCH AND SHOP





30x growth
JONPCJMFiTIPQQJOHwRVFSJFT
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E-commerce and the postal sector

5IFNPCJMFXFCXJMMCFNPSFEZOBNJDUIBOUIFUSBEJUJPOBM
XFCCFDBVTFUIFNPCJMFEFWJDFTHJWFUIFXFCFZFT FBST 
BWPJDF TLJOBOEMPDBUJPO BDBNFSB NJDSPQIPOF TQFBLFS 
TDSFFOBOE(14DIJQ *UCMFOETPOMJOFJOGPSNBUJPOXJUI
QIZTJDBMFYQFSJFODFTTVDIBTTIPQQJOHJOUSBEJUJPOBMTUPSFT
PSMPDBUJOHMPDBMTFSWJDFQSPWJEFSTXIJMFPOUIFNPWF(PPHMF
(PHHMFT MBVODIFEJO BMMPXTDPOTVNFSTUPDBQUVSF
JNBHFTPGQSPEVDUTPOUIFJSQIPOFJOPSEFSUPJOTUJHBUFB
TFBSDIGPSDPNQBSBUJWFQSJDFTBOEQSPEVDUJOGPSNBUJPO

Up front, social and personal
5PEBZPGUXFFUTSFMBUFUPBQSPEVDUPSCSBOEBOE
JOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTPGPOMJOFTIPQQFSTBSFLFFOUP
DPNNVOJDBUFBCPVUUIFJSQVSDIBTFTPOMJOF(PPHMFCFMJFWFT
UIBUTPDJBMDPNNVOJDBUJPOXJMMEFWFMPQJOUPBQFSTPOBM
TPDJBMNPOJUPSXIJDIXJMMGPMMPXBDPOTVNFSUPFOIBODF
UIFJSBDUJWJUZPOMJOF5IFFTTFODFPGTFBSDIJTUPCJBTUIF
JOGPSNBUJPOBOENBLFJUQFSTPOBMUPZPV$POTVNFSTFOKPZ
UIFQFSTPOBMPGGFSTNBEFUPUIFNBOEUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUP
DSFBUFUIFJSPXOTUZMF*GUIFZDPMMFDUGPMMPXFSTGPSUIFJSTUZMF
XIPQVSDIBTFQSPEVDUTUIFZSFDPNNFOE UIFZXJMMSFDFJWF
QSPEVDUPGGFSTBTBSFXBSE

There is a trade-off between offering
personal information and gaining
convenience
5IFSFJTBUSBEFPGGCFUXFFOPGGFSJOHQFSTPOBMJOGPSNBUJPO
BOEHBJOJOHDPOWFOJFODFJOEJWJEVBMTTIPVMECFBCMFUP
DIPPTF5FDIOPMPHJDBMDIBOHFJTTPSBQJEUIBUQFPQMFBSF
VOBCMFUPLFFQQBDFBOEUIFZOFFEUPCFFEVDBUFEBCPVU
XIBUQSJWBDZNFBOT

Enhancing what’s local
/JOFUZQFSDFOUPGTVSGFSTTFFLHPPETBOETFSWJDFTMPDBMMZ
BOEPGXFCTFBSDIFTSFMBUFUPMPDBMQSPEVDUT(PPHMF
QSPWJEFTMPDBUJPOTFSWJDFTTVDIBTBVHNFOUFETUSFFUWJFX
CFMPX BOE/FBSNFOPX
.PCJMFJOUFSOFUNFBOTUIBUPOMJOFBOEPGnJOFDPNNFSDF
XJMMCFQBSUPGUIFTBNFFYQFSJFODFDPOTVNFSTVTFUIFJS
NPCJMFGPSQSJDFDPNQBSJTPOTXIJMFPVUTIPQQJOH*OUIJT
OFXXPSMEPGDPNNFSDFUIFSFBSFUISFFJNQFSBUJWFTCF
GPVOE NBLFZPVSBEWFSUJTFNFOUTBOEDPNNVOJDBUJPOT
VTFGVM BOEDSFBUFBTFBNMFTTTIPQQJOHFYQFSJFODF
0ODFBDPNQBOZTQSPEVDUTBSFBWBJMBCMFPOUIFXFC
UIFJSTUPSFMPDBUJPODPVMECFNBSLFEWJB(PPHMFNBQT
POUIFTFBSDIQBHF4FBSDISFTVMUTBSFOPXMJTUJOHTFDUJPOT
PGFDPNNFSDFXFCTJUFT BMMPXJOHDPOTVNFSTUPDMJDL
EJSFDUMZUISPVHIUPUIFSFMFWBOUQBHFBOEEJTQMBZJUFNT
GSPNFDPNNFSDFXFCTJUFT(PPHMFCFMJFWFTUIBUPQFOOFTT
BMXBZTXPSLT*UEFWFMPQFE"OESPJEBTBOPQFOQMBUGPSN
UPBDDFMFSBUFJOOPWBUJPO8IFOJ1IPOFMBVODIFEJUCFDBNF
DMFBSUIBUNPCJMFEFWJDFTXPVMECFUIFNBJOFOUSZQPJOUUP
UIFXFC4PMVUJPOTBSFOPXCFJOHEFWFMPQFEUIBUXJMMBMMPX
NPCJMFTUPDBQUVSFEFMJWFSZJOGPSNBUJPOBUUIFEPPSTUFQ
XIJDIXJMMQSPWJEFGVSUIFSPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSJOOPWBUJWF
EFMJWFSZPQFSBUPST
4FBNMFTTJOUFHSBUJPOCFUXFFOBMMQMBZFSTBMPOHUIF
FDPNNFSDFWBMVFDIBJOJTDSVDJBMUPQSPWJEJOHBQPTJUJWF
TIPQQJOHFYQFSJFODFGPSDPOTVNFSTUIFSFGPSF EFMJWFSZ
PQFSBUPSTIBWFBQSFTTJOHOFFEUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFTUSBUFHJFT
GPSHSPXUIEFWFMPQFECZBMMUIFJSGFMMPXFDPNNFSDF
TFSWJDFQSPWJEFST

5)&8&#*4-0$"-

4PVSDF(PPHMF *1$4&'1BSDFMTBOE&YQSFTT$SPTT#PSEFS&$PNNFSDF #SVTTFMT 0DUPCFS
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3
Digital business:
opportunities to
create value
• A fundamental shift in communications behaviour is
challenging the postal sector. A range of digital channels
and media offers on the one hand enhanced connectivity,
access to information, interaction and mobility to
consumers, and on the other to businesses cost savings
and simplified business processes. This shift has directly
impacted physical mail volumes.

binding, confidential and reliable – and transferred these
to an electronic letter product launched in July 2010 as
E-Postbrief. Post Danmark’s eBoks fits into a wider range
of digital services under the eComOne brand. It provides
consumers with access to their bank accounts and
government services and requires no personal ID as eBoks
uses existing bank customer ID.

• Posts are responding by placing greater emphasis on the
integration of physical and electronic systems, including
development of new digital-to-digital postal services.
E-ID gives posts an opportunity to offer consumers digital
mail delivery and archiving via e-box solutions. Posts are
uniquely positioned to do so: they can leverage their
strong brand recognition; they enjoy established, trusted
roles as intermediaries in commerce, communication
and payments; they often have close relationships with
government services, and their retail networks provide
nationwide reach to the consumer.

• By embracing the digital revolution and providing digitalbased services to citizens, posts can have a key role to
play in the digital space, as demonstrated by the case in
Finland. In July 2010 Finland introduced a USO (universal
service obligation) law that provides for every citizen to
receive a 1Mbit broadband connection, and in so doing
became the first country to introduce broadband as a
legal right. Five years ago Itella began putting hybrid mail
automatically into consumers’ NetPosti boxes. It continues
to print and deliver mail pieces, but an increasing number
of consumers who have signed up to NetPosti opt for
digital-only delivery. In April 2010 Itella began testing
alternative mail delivery methods building on the NetPosti
service with a trial in Anttila, a town 50 kilometres northeast of Helsinki.

• Posts are investing significantly in the development and
marketing of e-box services. These are still at the very
earliest stage of market development and are perceived
across the industry as highly sensitive and competitive
areas. There has been thus far very limited sharing of
strategies, technology, know-how and successes between
posts. Currently, postal e-ID is most widely used for
domestic transactional mail, in some cases in combination
with government e-services. The services offered by posts
are similar, but with the focus currently almost exclusively
on the respective domestic markets, many of these
services are linked to specific applications that may
not comply with international standards and are generally
not interoperable.
• Two examples include Deutsche Post’s ‘E-Postbrief’ and
Post Danmark’s ‘eBoks’. Deutsche Post defined three
core attributes of a physical letter – that it is legally
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• IPC supports its members in the development of these
services through a variety of initiatives, not least of which
is leveraging research on platform-driven innovation
through collaboration with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology’s (MIT) Center for Digital Business. Many
examples of platform-driven innovation exist from which
posts can learn in their bid to become key players in
delivering added value e-services to citizens. A best-inclass example of platform-driven innovation is provided
by Apple, which has created a network effect of mass
usage through opening up its systems to developers.
Will posts be able to open up their electronic postal
services to create such a profitable network effect?
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Introduction

Multiple identities

A fundamental shift in communications behaviour is
challenging the postal sector. A range of digital channels
and media offers on the one hand enhanced connectivity,
access to information, interaction and mobility to
consumers, and on the other to businesses cost savings
and simplified business processes. This shift has directly
impacted physical mail volumes.

Mr John Smith’s username may be johnsmith,
johnsmith1975 or smith1975john, for just three websites
to which he is registered, depending on when he registered
and how many John Smiths got there before him. Mr Smith
may have as many if not more passwords as online IDs,
as website identification solutions have evolved in parallel
and in isolation, are typically unconnected, unrelated and
use different password protocols. To further complicate
the scenario, when some of these websites are accessed
infrequently Mr Smith may not recall the given password
(or indeed login), making the online transaction truly
frustrating and time-consuming.

All IPC members have seen a reduction in mail volumes;
the decline is ongoing and will imply a dramatic reduction
in revenues for many postal operators. The United States
Postal Service (USPS) for example witnessed a 12.8%
volume drop in 2009, and a further 3.5% decline in 2010,
to a total of 171 billion annual mail pieces. By 2020 USPS
forecasts an overall mail volume of 150 billion pieces. It
estimates that share of total letter mail volume that is First
Class will drop by 12 percentage points in the ten years to
2020, from 47% in 2009 to 35% in 2020. This translates
into a 50% drop in overall mail revenue. The same or similar
trends can be witnessed across the markets represented by
IPC members.

Implications for the postal industry
Individual posts must make strategic choices about how
expansionary strategies should be for the letters and parcels
markets, for key customer groups, for international business
and in digital services. Posts have for decades relied on
a physical platform to deliver mail and packages directly
to the customer’s door. Electronic communication and
competition for last mile delivery mean that a whole new
platform must be developed to enable posts to maintain
and grow their business.
The need to develop alternative revenue streams is pressing,
and IPC is working proactively with its members to assess
the opportunities to create added value services – and viable
revenue streams – through digital business. Posts need to
assess whether their services are good enough to protect
their market position in times of technological change. If
they lack digital credibility themselves, they could consider
establishing partnerships. The key issue is whether and
how posts’ key brand attributes – strong brand recognition;
established, trusted roles as intermediaries in commerce,
communication and payments; close relationships with
government services; and postal retail networks with their
nationwide customer reach – can be leveraged in emerging
as credible, strong players in the provision of digital services.
In this chapter we look at some of the e-ID and e-box
services that are being developed by IPC members.

The growth in the past ten years of closed e-ID systems
to allow for online banking, shopping, tax returns and
other e-commerce and e-government services has led
to the typical modern, connected consumer having to
grapple with a multiplicity of online identities, logins and
unique passwords. Today’s citizen is encumbered with a
plethora of personal digital identities from governmentissued e-IDs to user-selected IT system authentication, bank
identification, and other internet identity systems. Many
online identification systems are not interoperable and were
built to meet different needs. In general they are not trusted
across sectors, or national borders.
In an era of digitalisation government administrations have
lost their monopoly on citizens’ identities as providers
of internet services, ICT companies and identity assurance
providers play a part in defining and controlling people’s
identities. These intermediaries provide the credentials,
identification, authentication and authorisation necessary
to ensure access to public and private services. With
social digital networks a new type of identity is emerging.
‘Ambient identity’ is built upon online user data capture
– through IP addresses, geo-location software, search
engine patterns and preferences expressed on social
sharing platforms – that creates an electronic trail.
‘Ambient identity’ expands and blurs the definition of
electronic identity.

Market opportunities
Posts are not new to the world of digital business, and
many have already been active in creating the basis for
secure transactional, messaging and payment services.
However market estimates failed to meet revenue
expectations, which saw some early innovators such as
Deutsche Post DHL, Posten AB, Royal Mail Group and TNT
undertake significant disinvestment in the area.
Today there is a renewed interest in developing and
implementing variants of these original services, and posts
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are placing greater emphasis on the integration of physical
and electronic systems, including the development of new
digital-to-digital postal services. To date developments in
secure e-ID solutions have been country-specific. There
exist however opportunities to leverage standard solutions
and partnerships across posts internationally to build
credibility quickly and limit investment costs. Posts must
realise that they will not have a monopoly on e-ID services,
and even government applications are likely to recognise
certificates from several providers whose systems conform
to established authentication procedures.

Policy drivers in the EU
The EU Vision 2020 is an attempt to drive digitisation of
the European economy and focus on longer-term value.
The EU medium-term mission has also been set out; by
2015 all electronic identity-related processes offered in
the EU, either publicly or privately, locally or cross-border,
between administrations, businesses or citizens should be
secure. These processes should be based on authenticated
identity services when either needed or desired by one
or both parties. Full respect must be given to the privacy
protection regulations by all member states in the EU. IPC
will take on a key role of monitoring EU initiatives in e-ID
in order to keep members fully informed on the progress
in the EU arena.

Certification value chain
In the online environment identities can be forged
much more easily than in the physical world, and online
transaction security concerns include confidentiality,
message integrity and user authentication. Authentication
has therefore become crucial to online business
transactions, which has led to the emergence of
certification authority (CA) service providers such as
VeriSign, GTE CyberTrust, and IBM VaultRegistry. CAs
authenticate the identity of each trading party in a
transaction by issuing digital certificates based on public key
cryptography and digital signatures. The benefit to small
businesses is enhanced consumer confidence that they are
dealing with a business entity that has been authenticated.

Current market positioning
Posts are currently occupying a number of market positions
on e-ID. The most comprehensive offering provides a
registration authority, certification authority and certificate
production authority, to provide full commercial identity
services. These can be combined with a range of businessrelated security applications for internal networks and
e-commerce. Currently postal e-ID is most widely used
for domestic transactional mail, in some cases for the
provision of government e-services and e-communications.

The services offered by posts are similar, but some are
linked to specific applications that may not comply with
international standards.
The focus on those posts that are rolling out e-ID services
is squarely on developing the services that will allow them
to compete in their domestic markets, driving demand for
said services, and monetising their respective systems.1
Market up-take has been slow due to a variety of factors
including access to technology, legal considerations,
perceived user immaturity, and insufficient numbers of webbased applications. The high level of investment required
to develop these services has resulted in considerable
restructuring of the certification sector, with services being
closed and new joint-ventures created. However a general
consensus among IPC members is that the market is
maturing, driven by pressure from governments to move
citizen service delivery into digital channels and from mailers
seeking to improve business process efficiency.
As posts’ focus in developing e-ID services is almost
exclusively on the domestic market, they do not perceive
a current, pressing need to drive interoperability of
respective e-ID systems or to develop systems to a
common international standard. Supporting international
authenticated digital mail, the needs of mobile populations
seeking to access government services, and cross-border
e-commerce are considered longer-term objectives in the
application of e-ID services. However, as will be discussed
later, creating the network effect that allows for the mass
uptake of e-ID services and provides consumers with added
value may well require that posts develop a common
approach to e-box and e-ID services sooner rather than later.

Development of e-ID models among IPC
members
Posts can occupy multiple positions in the certification
services value chain. However, today the majority of postal
operators who currently offer full CA services do so through
E-ID in Belgium from certipost
a bpost company
• Name
• First name
• Second first name
• First letter of 3rd first name
• Place of birth
• Date of birth
• Gender
• Nationality
• Card number
• Card validity period
• Picture of the card holder

• Signature of the card holder
• National registry number
• Place of issue of the card
• Signature of the civil servant
• ICAO number

1	As reported by delegates at the ‘Innovation for postal electronic products’ IPC Senior Executive Forum, March 2011.
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joint ventures. Three IPC members – Norway Post, P&T
Luxembourg and Swiss Post – currently offer full CA services.
A further two, Portugal’s CTT Correios and Deutsche Post
DHL, provide receivers with fully-authenticated electronic
certificates as part of the registration process for digital
mail services. The challenge for these posts is to grow the
acceptance of the postal certificates for other applications.
Some postal operators face roadblocks in developing this
area. For example, although Certipost is a subsidiary of
bpost and is the Belgian national certification, bpost states
that its potential to develop e-ID services in Belgium, such
as electronic contract certification is, stymied by legislative
barriers that prevent storage of social security numbers on
customer databases.

E-box
Market definition
E-boxes are electronic mailboxes which can be used for
a variety of secured document services, including secure
transactional communications, document management,
and e-government and community services. Some e-box
solutions focus on only one of these aspects, but a
compelling e-box value proposition crucial in persuading
senders to sign up to the service. E-boxes are in their
infancy, and further market research may be required to
help posts define the most important USPs, from both a
business customer and consumer perspective.

Current thinking suggests that easy transition, seamless
integration between digital and physical communication
and the ability to send digitally only using hybrid services
are valid propositions. Other potential benefits are provision
of a digital platform for integrating customer relationship
management (CRM) and enterprise resource planning
with promotional messages, shorter business cycles, and
enhanced direct mail that targets specific consumer groups.
Consumers’ perceptions of value will rest on content,
convenience, security and privacy, and control over when
and how they can receive information. As some of the case
studies that follow later in this chapter will demonstrate,
certain posts developing e-box solutions are driving
consumer uptake initially through e-ID, however all posts
will need to ensure their e-box services provide enough
value to persuade consumers that registering for an e-ID
is worthwhile.

E-box service developments focused on
domestic markets
To date developments in postal e-box services have been
focused on domestic markets, with customer acquisition
strategies focused on major high volume transactional
senders and government-to-citizen communications.
Some services have been developed for niche segments
such as expatriates. All authenticated e-boxes are based
on a ‘sender pays’ model, with basic services currently
offered free of charge to receivers.

Digital Business
e-Box services models
Open systems

Closed systems

Digital street address

Face-to-face authentication

Digital Postal Mail
Other authentication

Reviewing

Secure

Reviewing

Confidential

Legal

Authenticated

Reliable

Convenient

Archive

Source: IPC analysis as of April, 2011
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At this early stage in market development there is no
common business model to migrate posts into the digital
space, and posts are at different stages of development.
Market maturity and e-government strategies are key
factors in shaping compelling consumer drivers. Receiver
adoption and regular use of the service are key to the
long term success of e-box services. There is currently,
no indication of which model will become the common
industry norm.
Posts are investing significantly in the development and
marketing of e-box services. These are still at the very
earliest stage of market development and are perceived
across the industry as highly sensitive and competitive areas.
There has been thus far very limited sharing of strategies,
technology, know-how and successes between posts.
High volume mailers have been resistant in converting
from physical to digital delivery, and posts therefore need
to demonstrate their clear added value as an intermediary.
Currently twelve IPC members offer e-box services, with
wide variations in terms of target users, market approaches
and service offerings. These are documented in detail in IPC
e-box market developments available at www.ipc.be.
Three business models are emerging for postal e-boxes:
1. A closed system for authenticated electronic
communication among verified registered users.
Registration to the electronic mail box is based on
proprietary authentication processes or acceptance
of other sources of digital identities. It requires rigorous
identification of senders and receivers, often including
face-to-face authentication at postal counters. This
is the dominant model to date aimed at the secure
transmission of transactional messages and archive
management services. Value added services (eg payment
services, uploading of documents) can be built on top of
the network of identified users and provide additional
revenue streams. Marketing communication
is not currently envisaged in this model.
2. An open system based on providing identity and security
over existing internet infrastructures. Senders and
receivers are provided with individual digital certificates
which allow access to a modular range of services,
including electronic presentation of physical mail and
secure email delivery. Users pay a fee for the electronic
authenticated certificate (which includes a digital
signature) as well as charges based on usage.
3. Digital street address models are based on digitising mail
to create an electronic mirror of physical mail addresses.
This closed digital channel, separate from email,
identifies individuals by their link to a physical address.
Authentication processes are not based on qualified
signature standards. Digital street address offers a way
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into electronic direct marketing and could open up new
revenue streams for posts based on click-through pricing
models. It has potential to facilitate hyper-local marketing
(a digital marketing message sent to every resident in the
local restaurant’s catchment area, for example). Zumbox
is currently the leading software solution based on these
principles.
At present it is unclear which model might eventually
become the standard.

Developments in e-box services

Zumbox
Zumbox is a private California-based company that
launched two years ago providing a platform for paperless
postal systems. It connects large transactional, financial
and government mailers to consumer households for the
delivery and storage of digital postal mail via the internet.
It is built on location-based ID but is not a certified service.
It mirrors traditional mail, stressing that it is not email but
a means for the digital distribution of documents. The
company proactively markets its services to postal operators
and volume mailers alike. For the consumer, the system is
free, although the company does state that it may charge
end-users for premium service features in the future. One
IPC member post, New Zealand Post, has licensed Zumbox
technology.
The system creates a new direct marketing channel offering
sophisticated reporting tools for direct mailers that provide
information on whether mail was opened and read, offering
senders the opportunity to conduct direct marketing at a
very local level. The sales message to senders is that there
is no need to have both an email and physical address for
an individual. Zumbox creates email boxes ready for use for
addresses that have not yet been claimed by any sender.
Zumbox provides a defined channel for consumers to
interact with preferred marketing communications.
Receivers have control over sender communications and are
able to view marketing communications in specific folders.
Mail enters a receiver’s Zumbox on the screen as a facsimile
of the printed page. It can be viewed from any computer,
deleted, printed, archived, downloaded or searched.
Zumbox is not cost-effective for mass mailing and uses
pricing to avoid spam. It is easy to understand, offering
a physical-to-digital platform that provides rich media
including videos and interactive booking forms. Receivers
can be in control by having the opportunity to reject
senders.
A concern surrounding start-ups like Zumbox is that of
many companies such as these pursue a short-term strategy
whose primary goal is to exit the business altogether by
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seeking a buyout from a larger player in the digital space,
such as the Googles of this world. Such eventualities give
rise to questions over consumer data and privacy, and may
limit the appeal of these services to business customers and
consumers. Incumbent postal operators on the other hand
enjoy a longstanding legacy of handling consumer and
business data securely and reliably, which represents a key
competitive advantage. Moreover, the relationship between
posts and players such as Zumbox - whether they represent
potential partners or competitors - is still ambiguous.

SwissSign’s secure business
processes
SwissSign is a subsidiary of Swiss Post specialising in
secure and fast business processes based on the principles
of unique identification, digital signature and secure
communication. The company is positioned as a provider
of services that help large senders reduce the cost of
business processes. SwissSign believes that the increased
use of cloud computing means companies increasingly need
to verify the ID of those with whom they interact. It began
selling at the high end, aiming to win outsourced business
processes from large senders (each SwissSign ID currently
carries a CHF1m liability). It uses lighthouse customers2 to
demonstrate the benefits of its services.
SwissSign develops, produces and distributes the following
services on behalf of Swiss Post:
• Swiss Post Box – online mailbox
• P ost SuisseID – digital identity and qualified certificate
• IncaMail – platform for secure and registered email
• Individual solutions with high security requirements for
business customers and international post companies

Swiss Post Box: an electronic mailbox for
physical post
Swiss Post Box is an electronic mailbox for physical post.
Having registered to use the service a customer is given
a new correspondence address which they pass onto their
correspondence partners (eg insurance company, credit card
company, tax office, etc). Swiss Post scans the unopened
envelopes of any mail that is addressed to the unique Swiss
Post Box address and sends a digital image of the envelope
to the customer by IncaMail (for more on IncaMail, see
below). The end-receiver is provided with a number of
delivery options:

• Open and scan – the letter is opened and the content
scanned and forwarded electronically to the customer
• Recycle / shred
• Ship – the unopened letter is posted to a location
specified by the customer
As a leading security specialist, SwissSign combines complex
security technologies through simple consumer applications:
• Identification & authentication of individuals or
organisations (ID check)
• Legally binding statement of intent (valid signature)
• Secure transmission with despatch and collection
certificates (registered letter)
• Certificate Service Provider (CSP)
SwissSign is an open system that can work with any
web-based email system such as Hotmail or Gmail. The
SwissStick is a USB plug-in multi-purpose security device
that allows users to access SwissSign from any application
and any computer. It gives users secure login, qualified
signature and verified sending, and is currently used by
35,000 business customers.
IncaMail is the Swiss Post solution for secure and registered
email that works with a variety of mail platforms. Senders
can send messages via web-based mail or business software
and IncaMail then transmits the message securely over an
encrypted connection. The recipient receives notification of
the secure message via email, including a pickup link. If the
sender and recipient are communicating via IncaMail for
the first time a PIN will be transmitted to the recipient.
This PIN serves as a unique identifier to collect the message.
The recipient picks up the message through a secure
connection using the link. If the recipient already has
IncaMail integrated into his email or business software the
email is automatically delivered over a secure connection.
The sender receives confirmation of receipt.
Marketing is based on the post brand and a clear channel
strategy with as much business as possible being conducted
through SwissSign’s own webshop. Revenue from digital
services comes from a CHF300 price tag to purchase
SwissStick for three years and a payment per email sent
through IncaMail. However SwissStick’s profitability depends
on volumes, and the current CHF300 price tag represents
something of a barrier to growth. With economies of scale,
the price could come down to CHF50.

2	A customer who, in addition to using the vendor’s product or technology, will also provide considerable and candid feedback to help the vendor refine its future
product releases, as well as the associated means of distribution, service, and support.
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As seen from both the Finnish and Swiss case studies, e-ID
is being used to support an e-box solution from both Itella
and from Swiss Post.

fillip to consumer registrations. As of January 2011 post
carriers have been carrying out registration at consumers’
front doors to make the process more convenient.

Deutsche Post: transforming into
an information logistics provider

E-Postbrief is central to Deutsche Post’s
innovation strategy to provide a platform of
basic services on which to build added value

Deutsche Post defined three core attributes of a physical
letter: that it’s legally binding, confidential and reliable.
It then transferred these attributes to an electronic letter
product, launched in July 2010 as E-Postbrief. Unlike email,
E-Postbrief is linked to an identified person or legal entity.
The product incorporates a secure printing service for
physical delivery and a scanning service for digital input of
physical mail. E-Postbrief is available to individual senders
but the main take-up has been business senders convinced
that the product will bring them process efficiencies.

Not dependent on client software
E-Postbrief operates through a portal and is not dependent
on client software. Deutsche Post has been successful
in signing up big mailers, including banks and insurance
companies, that spend a lot of time and effort digitising
physical letters and printing digital messages. It claims to
remove complexity from senders’ processes by managing
communications between businesses and consumers.
Implementation of E-Postbrief at a sending customer takes
about 25 days and costs the sender about €25,000. The
customer has to carry out mapping between its current
email and the official e-post address in order to manage
who in the business has the right to communicate with
the outside world. At Allianz, for example, Deutsche
Post delivers messages to the point of the firewall while
for outbound messages it connects to the customer
relationship management which uses email. Allianz now
has two email addresses and only uses E-Postbrief for
certain communications.
Convenience is the E-Postbrief benefit sold to consumers –
being able to see all communications securely and in one
place. However, persuading consumers of E-Postbrief’s value
has been more difficult than it was to convince senders.
Registration requires face-to-face identification supported
by official documentation, which is not a very convenient
gateway to the service.
Deutsche Post supported E-Postbrief’s launch with a highimpact marketing campaign encouraging registration.
Senders also sent personal letters to their customers
supporting a transfer to E-Postbrief. After the initial surge
of early adopters growth, consumer registrations have now
slowed. Deutsche Post gained permission for lottery bets
to be transmitted via E-Postbrief because the system verifies
that senders are over 18 years old, which may provide a
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E-Postbrief is a margin rather than volume business and
is seen ultimately as a driver for development of valueadded services. It is central to Deutsche Post’s innovation
strategy to provide a platform of basic services on which
to build the added value. Positioning E-Postbrief as a letter
and not an email was crucial to its marketing as research
showed resistance to paying for email. Unlike electronic
services offered by other posts, the price of an E-Postbrief
is the same as that of a stamp, although discounts do apply
to large senders. This was a bold strategy but there has
been no outcry about the price. Deutsche Post is not sure,
however, whether price per message is where E-Postbrief’s
main value will lie in future. It aims to build a secure
infrastructure capable of containing new applications.

eBoks: Post Danmark’s full-service
concept
Post Danmark’s eBoks fits into a wider range of digital
services under the eComOne brand. It provides consumers
with access to their bank accounts and government
services and requires no personal ID as eBoks uses existing
bank customer ID. The government has been driving the
transfer to digital communication in Denmark. It announced
some time ago that it would no longer pay physical
invoices from its suppliers and, with the banks, it has
created ECID, a single e-ID for all consumer banking and
e-government services.
eBoks is used by 180 netbanks, government ministries, all
municipal authorities, more than 400 business-to-consumer
senders and more than 200 business-to-business senders.
By the end of 2010 an estimated 2.8 million consumers (just
over half the population) were registered to use eBoks and
the growth rate for uptake is substantial. Consumers can
pay bills and sign up to receive all their mail electronically,
archiving it according to specified preferences.
eBoks senders pay an annual service fee and a small fee
per document sent representing 35-45% of the postage
rate. Receivers pay nothing to register or receive messages
but are charged €12 to upload 100 MB of their own digital
information. In 2009, eBoks generated revenue of €8m
and earnings before interest and tax of €2.8m (a 32.5%
margin). It has been profitable for the past three years
and employs 11 people.
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Poste Italiane’s innovation
in digital services

and telegrams electronically. In each case Poste Italiane
prints and delivers the item.

Poste Italiane has developed into a digital services provider
and claims to have the most modern integrated network
and platform systems in Italy. It operates PostaCertificat@,
a legally binding, certificated e-box for government services
through which Poste Italiane provides a range of outsourced
services under a strategic cooperation with the government.
Poste Italiane does not own the communications
between government and individuals and the number
of users for a service varies: for example, Poste Italiane
handles 4,000 requests a day for green cards. It first
began by handling speeding fines from shared service
centres that administered, scanned, digitised and posted
fine notifications, managing also the responses from
fine receivers.
The certified email system, Posta Elettronica Certificata
(PEC), is regulated by the government according to defined
standards. It provides proof of sending and receiving,
giving messages registered mail status. Companies and
government agencies are obliged to use the service.
Postemail is a secure email service using the electronic
postal certification mark (EPCM) to notify about online
transactions. It is a free service for retailers registered
on the Poste Italiane website.
Users can access paid-for hybrid services from their
Postemail account, and send registered mail, priority mail

At an international level Poste Italiane aims to develop
common UPU standards with other postal operators in
order to enhance international legal e-communication.
PReM is a pilot study of an e-service based on UPU
standards for cross-border, secure digital communication.
Poste Italiane says that by using the EPCM standard the
system can guarantee the same legal status as physical
registered mail and in addition provide evidence of secure
message forwarding and delivery, certification of contents
and timing.
Poste Italiane is the only non-US company in the New York
Electronic Crime Task Force. In June 2009 Poste Italiane, in
cooperation with the US Secret Service and Italy’s Home
Affairs ministry, established the European Electronic Crime
Task Force based in Rome. This strategic partnership of
law enforcement agencies and private companies aims to
reduce electronic crime and raise the level of security in the
digital world.

Digiposte from Le Groupe La Poste
The French government has been very proactive in
promoting digitisation and has implemented two related
pieces of legislation; one giving legal validity to electronic
salary slips, and one which has recently liberalised the
market for registered digital mail. The government has
also set up a platform called mon.service-public.fr which

Service Description & Launch Dates
Mail Issuers
• Salary slip
• Bank statement
• Insurance statement
• Bill
• Rent receipt
• Contract

Online
15 September 2010

Online
15 September 2010

DIGIPOSTE

Consumers
• Receiving of digitalised
mail
• Archiving documents
with legal value
• Sharing documents
with legal value

SOHOs

@

(0 to 9 employees)

E-safe

MailBox

• Receiving of digitalised
mail
• Archiving documents
with legal value
• Sharing documents
with legal value
• Sharing with accountant
• Sharing with employees

Sharing
space

To be online
Q1 2012
Source: Le Groupe La Poste
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enables citizens to access most government services online
and already counts a million subscribers. Previously all
communication between the government and citizens was
via physical mail, whereas now it is online and increasingly
cost-free to the government. Given these developments Le
Groupe La Poste needs to defend its position towards other
well settled on-line competitors and approach potential
partners in the public sector.

Digiposte: a universal secured free mailbox
Digiposte provides a universal secured mailbox free of
charge for basic services and live archiving in the system’s
e-safe of documents such as invoices and pay slips. A USP
for consumers is the centralisation the system provides:
it is the only offer where users can get all their documents
in a single location. La Poste has important know-how in
digitisation processes and a certain amount of credibility
among business in that regard. The system is designed to
have minimal impact on the IT systems of mail issuers.
Revenues come from the mailbox: issuers pay an access fee,
a fee for each document sent, and differential pricing per
document type is applied. For example a salary slip is more
expensive to send than an invoice. Issuers gain from more
fluid processes. They save more than the cost of a stamp,
adding to that the greater savings and economies
of scale that come with the digitisation of additional
content. Individual consumers do not pay for the service,
although SOHOs (small office / home office) do pay a
monthly service charge. The e-safe is free, but consumers
are charged to upload documents via the e-share function.
Registration is by name and physical address, to which
an authentication code is sent, with login and a double
password. Digiposte does not currently use certificates but
may do so in the future for consumer transactions over the
net, such as buying insurance.
Le Groupe La Poste identified three core groups in its
market research:
1. Highly digitised – uninterested in Digiposte as they think
their current systems cover their needs. They will only
become interested when they can derive value from the
sharing proposition.
2. Mildly digitised – getting to a plateau, a good part of
clients are digitised but cannot go farther because they
have reached saturation of the number of people that
want to digitise. They see Digiposte as a competitor.
Banks are big here: for example e-banking is popular
but statements are still sent by paper.
3. Undigitised – these are typically companies specialised
in document management systems such as HR, pay
management etc, who are facing challenges converting
their companies over to digital systems. They are currently
looking at digital solutions with a view to eventually
moving over to partially- or fully-digital systems.
Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market 2011

Digitposte is currently focusing on segments (2) and (3), and
particularly on bank statements and salary slips. Banks have
a legal obligation to send statements and allow clients time
to communicate rectifications, so represent a natural target.
La Banque Postale and Crédit Mutuel are current customers.
Salary slips are important for pension rights and most
people keep them archived in their homes. HR companies
are interested in the cost savings digitisation can bring but
consumers are worried about the potential loss of electronic
data. The added value to consumers is that Digiposte is a
postal solution, which leverages people’s trust in the post.
Digiposte has already signed up its first customer, ADP.
Digiposte undertook a survey of HR managers and salaried
employees and found that:
•H
 R managers are ready to offer e-pay slips to their
employees
•7
 9% of HR and financial directors would recommend
salary slip digitisation to their company
•5
 9% of salaried employees currently prefer to handle
the archiving of their salary slips on their own
•6
 0% of employees would be interested in receiving and
archiving other documents in their e-safe
So while salaried employees prefer hard-copy pay slips,
they are still open to the digitisation and online archiving
of other documents, meaning that there is conversion
potential when it comes to e-slips. Consumers need to
know that their digital salary slips are safe as they may need
them for other administrative services. Le Groupe La Poste
believes it can leverage its image, neutrality and security to
convince people to go from physical to digital salary slips.
This does not cannibalise existing business as salary slips are
normally delivered internally. The salary slip is an interesting
document to start with in order to overcome the barriers
inside and outside La Poste.
Because Digiposte is a mail issuer controlling system it
guarantees the authenticity of senders. Consumers do not
want to divulge their data to people that are too linked to
them commercially, eg banks. Digiposte can be a neutral
actor to earn consumer trust, which is a further selling
point. Digiposte centralises mail for consumers, who
otherwise and currently have to hold accounts across the
web and, if they do want their documents centrally located,
copy them into a central area. A big disadvantage of this
is that by copying documents they lose their legal value.
La Poste believes that the market potential is immense and
that the opportunities created by linking services will drive
innovation and create new market opportunities.
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Norway Post’s Digipost
Norway’s digital mailbox Digipost is based on a person’s
street address and national ID number. It is not seen as an
e-box initiative, but as a new postal system in the digital
world. A high-level authentication and certification service
is provided by using two electronic IDs that are already on
the market, one provided by the banks and one by the
national lottery. As such around 70% of the Norwegian
population already has a form of electronic ID and this is
matched to the postal database. It is a legal requirement to
inform Norway Post when changing address, which ensures
the quality of the postal database.
During the registration process a customer chooses a
password to log into the service. It is enough to have one’s
national ID number and a password to log in, but some
letters need stronger identification to be opened, and in
that case extra security can be added to the envelope,
such as an additional PIN code or a token. The resulting
electronic letters look the same as physical mail piece items,
but as they are delivered on the web they include additional
interactive elements. The value propositions are:
Consumers
• One digital mailbox for all important mail
• Ease of use
• High security
• Free of charge
Senders
• Cost efficient
• Ability to be integrated with sender portals
Norway Post made great efforts to gather input from
senders and consumers alike during the development phase
of the service. Early in the process they launched a site
called labs.digipost.no to crowd source input, and also used
social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook to spread
the word and gather further input.

Mappan, Iceland’s e-box system
Iceland Post’s e-box solution Mappan, or ‘folder’ in
Icelandic, went live in April 2011. Iceland Post bought
ePost solution licences and source code from Canada
Post in 2009, since when it has modified the system
and developed a new interface and features.
The system can store any type of document and the
purpose is to make it easy to send items such as bills,
invoices, payment slips and statements. Documents can
be sent in any format such as XML, Doc, PDF, etc. The
system allows for document forwarding and replying to
issuing mailings with communication history. All documents
received through the system are stored for seven years.
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Consumers can upload documents and each user gets
1GB of free space; thereafter they can choose to purchase
additional storage. This personal storage space never
expires.
Iceland Post changed the system to use social ID numbers.
All citizens have a social ID in the format DDMMYY-xxxC.
The social ID is compared to the national registry for full
demographic details. This information is used to create the
consumer’s personal debit card which includes their digital
ID. Almost all Icelandic citizens currently have debit cards
and under the new system will be required to have one. As
they use the same digital ID as for online banking services
users do not have to sign up to the system, they can simply
log in with their digital ID. Mailers can use the system to
target specific demographics and/or specific areas to send
targeted communications.
Consumers can pay bills from the system: a pay button
redirects them to the internet bank with a secure login.
With the payment details pre-completed, the customer
just has to approve payment on the bank site. The system
provides for a secured reply system should a consumer wish
to contest or comment on a bill.
The system also provides for an image-based information
system for consumers on culture and events, as well
as a calendar and discussion boards for different
neighbourhoods.
Next in the development pipeline are:
• Digital applications
• Registered mail
• Digitally signed documents
• Mappan for companies
• Voting system
• Prepaid online payment cards
• B2B invoicing

Case study – Itella’s integrated
approach that is helping drive
the Finnish information society
In July 2010 Finland introduced a USO (universal service
obligation) law that provides for every citizen to receive a
1Mbit broadband connection, and in so doing became the
first country to introduce broadband as a legal right. Ninetysix percent of the Finnish population is connected and the
Finnish government has promised that all households will
have a 100Mbit broadband connection by 2015. It is hardly
surprising that the Finnish postal operator Itella has become
a European leader in information and service logistics.
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itella’s strategic aspiration

To be proactive and prepared
100%
Paper-to-paper
Paper-to-digital

Share of
volume

access to the payment transfer network used by banks,
which allows Itella to integrate invoicing and money
transfer services. Itella is now able to forward consumers’
electronic invoices to NetPosti or online banks and it can
also offer a unique range of solutions for sending and
receiving electronic invoices for corporate customers.
The standardised Finvoice interface requires no system
change or special action by senders. Invoices can be
delivered to the consumer directly via NetPosti while
arriving also via the banking network.

Digital-to-paper
Digital-to-digital

0%

2010

2020

Source: Itella

Itella’s vision is to be European leader
in information and service logistics
NetPosti allows consumers and small businesses to securely
receive a range of important official documentation, such
as pay slips, notices from service companies or authorities,
and other digital communication. NetPosti is an alternative
to a physical mailbox coupled with a file archive: letters
that used to be delivered to a mailbox in paper format
can now be sent electronically to a NetPosti mailbox. Mail
can be received from companies and other organisations
connected to hybrid mail service providers which offer
NetPosti delivery. An electronic letter sent to NetPosti
looks exactly the same as the corresponding paper letter.
Consumers can organise and archive electronic letters
securely in NetPosti for seven years for free. In addition to
receiving and archiving letters digitally, entrepreneurs and
small businesses can also send electronic invoices or hybrid
mail through Itella’s hybrid mail service.
Itella has developed NetPosti in gradual stages over the past
ten years. Electronic salary slips have been one of the best
drivers for consumer acceptance to date and there is still
more growth in the sector. An entire group of employees
comes into NetPosti when each major employer stops
delivering paper slips. Banks in Finland provide the main
competition for this service but NetPosti is the market
leader. Five years ago Itella began putting hybrid mail
automatically into consumers’ NetPosti boxes. It continues
to print and deliver mail pieces, but an increasing number
of consumers signed up to NetPosti are opting for digitalonly delivery.

Managers involved in NetPosti have had to see through a
long period of slow growth when mail substitution did not
impact overall mail volumes. Itella’s patience is now paying
off and its digital delivery services are attracting consumer
acceptance and growth. Without NetPosti, Itella would be
losing consumer invoice volumes to online banks, but Itella
has been able to keep most of digitised invoices.
In 2010 NetPosti grew its user base by 46% and its annual
letter volume by 71% to a total of 5.3 million digital letters,
largely driven by a high-profile marketing campaign. At the
beginning of 2011 NetPosti counted 300,000 users and
Itella aims to grow that figure to 500,000 subscribers by
the end of 2011. NetPosti has also been made available via
applications for iPhones and Android phones, as well as
tablet devices such as the Apple iPad.
NetPosti in figures:
• Over 4,000 senders
• Over 300,000 users
• 1,000 e-government forms
• 0 carbon dioxide emissions: NetPosti generates 90%
fewer emissions than physical mail, while the remainder
is offset

In 2010 NetPosti grew 46% in users
and 71% in annual letter volume
to total 5.3 million digital letters
NetPosti is an at-arms-length operation, separate from
Itella’s information logistics business, and Itella actively
offers NetPosti as a digital distribution channel also to

Itella’s subsidiary Itella IPS Ltd (Itella Payment Services) offers
services relating to e-invoicing and payment transfer. The
Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority (FIN-FSA) granted
the company a payment institution license that gives Itella
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its information logistics competitors, like Strålfors (Posten
Norden) on a purely open basis.
In 2009 Itella launched its ‘NetPosti Inside’ concept,
which integrates NetPosti with banks’ online services and
provides consumers with a ‘pay’ button within the NetPosti
environment for one-click settlement of e-invoices or e-bills
received in their NetPosti inbox. This obviates the need for
consumers to log in multiple times to access their secure
mail and then banking services.
NetPosti already has agreements with several banks to
integrate NetPosti Inside into their online services, with
more banks due to come online in 2011. Banks are eager
to collaborate due to NetPosti’s strong brand position and
Itella’s willingness to build in the security that banks require.
NetPosti is leveraging its critical mass of some 4,000 senders
to bring digital invoicing to partner banks’ customers, which
in turn is providing another route for driving consumer
uptake. Partner banks are also provided with an electronic
invoicing solution for their own end customers. E-invoicing
is enabled by Itella IPS Ltd, as mentioned above.
NetPosti allows large retailers to send electronic customer
loyalty letters to targeted consumers. NetPosti’s visual
letter approach makes it possible for sender to combine
marketing information with their letters.
Itella’s core strength is its ability to use physical mail
addresses in digital delivery, which makes it easy for all
mail senders to start using NetPosti. Senders do not need
to invest in billing systems to support new electronic
addresses. Itella believes that in future it could have virtual
user addresses for electronic business by creating a single ID
that uniquely and securely identifies individuals. This kind of
ID could provide possibilities in developing new mail delivery
services as well as support growing electronic commerce.

The Anttila experiment
April 2010 saw a mail delivery trial in Anttila, 50 kilometres
north-east of Helsinki, to test alternative mail delivery
methods and builds on the NetPosti service. The objective
was to understand which services participants wanted in
order to optimally combine physical and digital delivery.
More than 140 households and companies participated.

Combining traditional mail delivery
and electronic services

During the trial, mail was delivered just twice a week to the
recipients’ mailbox. On other days mail was delivered to the
recipients PO box at the local postal outlet, from where the
customer could pick up the mail at any time. Customers
did not have to visit their box unnecessarily as they were
notified of new mail deliveries by text message or email.
In addition to the physical mail delivery, first and secondclass mail items were scanned and delivered to the
customer’s NetPosti account in an electronic format.
Again, recipients were notified of incoming mail to NetPosti
by email or SMS, and the digital delivery of the letters was
available early in the morning and before the physical mail
delivery at 9am. Scanned items were put in envelopes for
physical delivery by a specialist unit of personnel in Helsinki
where the employees have all signed strict confidentiality
agreements. In addition, each participant in the trial signed
an agreement stating that they agreed to their mail being
opened and scanned.3
Itella has received very positive feedback on the trial.
Providing consumers with both digital and physical delivery
of the same mail items has empowered them to make
informed consumer choices regarding their preference
for mail delivery. It also allowed consumers to compare
the quality of service between both offerings, in an effort
to develop demand for digital delivery. Many of the trial
subjects were unconcerned about receiving their physical
mail less frequently and preferred the early delivery that
digital delivery entailed. Itella is continuing its living lab
as a permanent development platform for new postal
services, and the latest trial is delivering a newspaper in a
digital form to NetPosti where it can be read by e-reader
devices. The experiment has created a social relationship
between residents and Itella and the grass-roots experience
has brought about service improvements.

The experiment has created a social
relationship between residents and Itella

UPU initiative in e-services
The Universal Postal Union (UPU) is developing a high-level
strategy for the interconnection and interoperability of
postal services based on new standards. New regulations on
hybrid mail and an electronic postal certification mark also
aim to encourage interconnection. In December 2009 UPU
signed a contract with ICANN to become the first United
Nations agency to sponsor a top-level internet domain.

3	For some years now the Itella Group has scanned physical letters into electronic format for companies and public corporations, such as insurance companies,
accounting firms, and the State Treasury. Hundreds of thousands letters are scanned each day. Reliability of the service is of the utmost importance. In preparing
for the trial, Itella discussed the issue both with the Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority that supervises postal activities and the Data Protection
Ombudsman, neither of whom was opposed to the trial.
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The domain .post is a long-term project to provide posts
with the right to control the space in which they deliver
electronic postal services.

Today 60 of the world’s 100 largest companies (by market
capital) earn in excess of half of their revenues from
platform-mediated networks.

The UPU’s vision is to link physical and digital messages
and integrate them with financial services, helping posts
to remove their internal service silos. It believes .post
provides the post with an opportunity to be a key player
in e-commerce, e-government and e-post. The idea is to use
.post to create trust in senders and receivers because it is a
closed domain of regulated postal companies. It will bring
together postal activities and integrate them with e-ID.

Competition for supremacy in technology platforms is ever
present, eg Kindle vs e-readers, Blu-ray vs HD-DVD, MS
vs Mackintosh, and iPhone vs Android. This is not a new
phenomenon and history provides many examples whereby
an inferior technology which is more actively promoted
to a wider public becomes the dominant technology over
time. For example, the move away from the vinyl disc
began in the 60s. “Bill” William Lear, designer of the Lear
Jet executive airplane, also invented the eight-track stereo,
which featured a good sound but a flawed track system
that did not include a rewind capability. The tape also had
limited capacity that sometimes forced songs to be split into
two tracks. After years of moderate success, the eight-track
finally lost out to the smaller and cheaper audiocassette.

The Domain Name System (DNS) technical standard will
create a secure internet but all existing domain names
would have to change in order to benefit from the added
security as .post will operate to DNS standard from the
start. The UPU is appointing a technical infrastructure
provider but it will register posts for their domain names.
The domain registry is planned to open in early 2011.

Role of postal operators in
emerging value networks
IPC supports its members in the development of these
services through a variety of initiatives, not least of which
is leveraging research on platform-driven innovation
through collaboration with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology’s (MIT) Center for Digital Business. Many
examples of platform-driven innovation exist from which
posts can learn in their bid to become key players in
delivering added value e-services to citizens. A best-inclass example of platform-driven innovation is provided by
Apple, which has created a network effect of mass usage
by opening up its systems to developers. Will posts be able
to open up their electronic postal services to create such a
profitable network effect?
Work undertaken by Marshall Van Alstyne, Research
Affiliate (MIT), Associate Professor (Boston University) on
digital platforms4 has shown that networked businesses
comprise a large and growing share of the global economy.
Such platforms are not just restricted to computing, media,
telecoms and the internet but also include:
• Financial services: ATMs, credit cards, stock exchanges
• Transportation: fuel cell cars, reservation systems
• Retail: shopping centres, universal product codes
• Energy: grid & appliances
• Health care: HMOs
• Real estate: home buying
• Personal relationships: bars, dating sites

What seemed like a never-ending battle has finally
come to a close. The war between HD-DVD and Blu-ray
began because Sony and its partners could not reach a
compromise with Toshiba and its partners. There was no
standard format, and so two formats were released and a
see-saw battle waged on for two years, holding back both
format’s widespread acceptance and worldwide adoption
of high-definition video. In the end, the Trojan horse that
is Sony’s PlayStation 3 enabled Blu-ray players to outsell
HD-DVD players, causing several Hollywood studios to side
with Blu-ray exclusively. Toshiba officially pulled the plug on
HD-DVD on 19 February 2011.

Platforms & applications
A platform is defined as components used in common
across a product family whose functionality can be
extended by 3rd parties (Boudreau 2007) characterised
by network effects4.
Examples of such platforms are:
• Desktop operating systems: Unix, Mac, Windows
• PDAs: Palm, Psion, Newton
• Game consoles: Wii, Xbox, Playstation
• Network switches: Cisco, IBM, HP
• Multimedia: Adobe/Flash, MS/Silverlight, Google-Apple/
HTML5
• Payment systems: Paypal, Google Checkout, Visa, Apple,
Mobile Felica
• Mobile devices: iPhone, Android, Symbian, Blackberry
• Enterprise systems: Salesforce, Oracle, i2, IBM, SAP
• Social networks: Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn,
Monster, Twitter

4	Eisenmann, Parker & Van Alstyne, 2009
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was charging for its applications whereas Microsoft was
giving them away.

• Batteries: Sony, Panasonic, Sanyo, A123
• Web search: Google, Bing+Yahoo!, Baidu
• Ebooks: Amazon, iPad, Nook, Sony
The managerial implications are that winners in a platform
market generally have the best platform strategy, not
necessarily the best product. Here ‘best’ platform refers
to a system that is open to other user interfaces and which
has modular architecture upon which it is easy to build
on, or to extend. There are also a number of compelling
complements which are generally the result of a vibrant
ecosystem. By comparison, the best product may have the
best standalone value proposition, but while it may be a
good starting point, it is usually not enough to win in a
platform market.
Convergence in technology will always occur. In regard to the
development of a postal e-box there will be many companies
looking at different applications that can be developed.
This point can be illustrated by the example of Word on
Windows. Apple launched the personal computer market
but Microsoft licensed widely, building a huge developer
ecosystem. By the time of the antitrust trial, Microsoft had
more than six times the number of developers.
Some argued in the late 90s that Apple was going to
disappear. Apple had too much of a closed ecosystem and

A comparison of the market value shows a complete
turnaround in the performance of both companies.
Apple now has more than a quarter of a million applications
developed on its own platform. Microsoft by contrast
is struggling and is now working with Nokia to develop
a platform eco system. Using a platform strategy, Apple
has become the most valuable technology firm in the US,
representing $222bn to Microsoft’s $219bn.
New business models are born as old ones die. This is
directly relevant to the postal operators trying to manage
the transition from physical mail to online. One example
is the US video chain Blockbuster, which recently declared
bankruptcy. Its traditional home rental market was taken
away by the Netflix mail-order DVD service. Today Netflix
is again evolving and moving towards video streaming to
its customers and phasing out mail distribution. It chooses
to cannibalise its own business rather than let others do
it. There are many parallels in what posts are doing with
the introduction of electronic services – is it better to make
10 cents from a digital communication than 60 cents from
a physical one?

1981-1997 Microsoft beats Apple
16000%

Microsoft
Apple

14000%

Apple launched the personal computer market
but Microsoft licensed widely, building a huge
developer ecosystem. By the time of the antitrust
trial, Microsoft had more than 6 times the
number of developers.
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Apple passes Microsoft 26 May 2010
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Using a platform strategy, Apple becomes
the most valuable tech firm in the US,
representing $222bn to Microsoft’s $219bn.
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In the music industry there are many parallels such as the
former retailer Tower Records which was effectively killed
off by Apple iTunes, again through the digitisation of
content.

There are so many benefits of being part of a single
ecosystem that Apple is currently dominating the market.
Even if standalone products are better than those on the
Apple platform, a standalone platform does not have the
network effect and will lose out.

Apple iPod
Initially the Apple iPod was an example of a classic linear
supply chain. The user copied CDs and loaded them onto
iPod/mp3 players, and there were very few network effects.
However the genius of Apple was its iTunes strategy which
enabled the relationship with the consumer to become
triangular. Apple managed the device on the one side and
content on the other, becoming a choke point and giving
it ownership of the revenue streams for the content on
the supply side. It also drove content business through
suggestions and recommendations (“you liked that, so you
may like this”).
Apple was therefore able to create a network effect –
having millions of users on the iTunes platform incentivised
others to join and the content further benefited. Apple is
killing standalone platforms like Microsoft Zune, Amazon
Kindle and Sony PSP by combining these into one platform
– with so many users in each area, more users will be pulled
into the Apple platform where they can do more than
one thing.
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(1) Triangular platform supply network
(2) Apple owns financial chokepoint
(3) Apple matches users to content
(4) Stronger network effects
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How Apple is killing standalone platforms
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Apple has vastly stronger network effects.
Message for IPC members: A great standalone product (eg e-box) might not be sufficient.
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For IPC members the message is clear. Developing a single
platform creates the danger of not attracting sufficient
numbers of users to create the desired network effect.
While closed systems provide total control and 100% of
revenue streams, they do not provide postal operators with
the potential to grow the industry. On the other hand a
system that is too open will not allow posts to make much
money, and therefore an optimal level of openness exists.
It can be asked whether the opening of platforms will
lead to economic success. The chart on page 39 shows
the daily reach of MySpace compared to Facebook from
before Facebook opened up its platform to after. Openness
enhanced the network effects and third-party participation,
and developed Facebook into a very sustainable platform.
Managing an ecosystem raises the question of when to
open in the first place. In the case of the iPod, Apple was
probably right not to open the iPod as it only did one thing,
that is play mp3 files. The genius of Apple was to ensure
that through design and innovation the iPod performed this
one task brilliantly, thereby creating consumer desire and
sales.
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In contrast, the iPhone performs multiple tasks. While it was
not possible for Apple to conceive of developing all of the
applications in the long tail, Apple only opened its iPhone
system under the threat of competition, and it is this very
openness of the iPhone and subsequent iPad that has been
instrumental in the company’s turnaround.
Some product features are so valuable that they are made
standard features to the benefit of everyone. In this case,
the first rule is to absorb the highest-value applications from
the ecosystem. This adds value for users and mitigates the
threat of disintermediation. Examples include how Apple’s
iPad absorbed e-books and Microsoft Windows absorbed
web browsing.
Limited value is created in serving each market separately;
much greater value is created by helping separate markets
serve each other.

Bundling & envelopment
Rhapsody invented streaming audio and video in order
to control content without user capture. Real gave away
their players and charged for content creation. In contrast,
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Microsoft bundled an initially inferior product - the Windows
Media Player (WMP) - as part of the Microsoft operating
system, which meant that it could leverage its massive
distribution scale: as the vast majority of PC users already
had WMP, so content suppliers had a ready-made market
and developed their content for WMP rather than Real. Real
then switched strategy by introducing subscription content.
Yahoo entered the market with a different business model:
by giving away content supported by portal advertising.

can represent both a threat and an opportunity to postal
operators. However, as yet there is no evidence of how
postal operators would work with such firms. It seems that
the postal industry has not yet fully determined the type of
platform its e-box solutions will represent, nor how posts
will manage their nested doll strategies. The window of
opportunity to do so will fast close.

Apple’s margin on music sales was initially small - the
strategy was to make money on iPod sales and subsidise
iTunes with these sales. However Apple then bundled the
iPod into the iPhone, which could do much more than just
play music. At the same time, through iTunes, Apple still
manage the content distribution side.
The relevance to postal operators developing e-box
solutions is that these will have the same ‘Russian doll’
nested structure, and offer partners and competitors
similar opportunities and threats. Postal operators need
to seriously consider their relationship with the rest of the
IT industry. The Zumbox case study demonstrates how
others are already entering the space, which at present
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The future…
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Conclusion
Letter mail volumes are in decline, making new operating
models necessary for both physical and digital services.
Posts must develop in the digital space areas of activity that
will limit the shrinkage of their business. The golden rule
for innovation is to recognise the pressing need to prioritise
as it is impossible to develop in all digital areas at once.
Newly-launched digital services will grow slowly at first,
and posts must accept realistic prospects for investment
and returns based on practical assessments of the time
needed to achieve market penetration and adoption. Posts’
owners will need to focus on long-term value creation and
operational sustainability over short-term gain.
Nordic posts in general have kept faith with digital services,
entering the market ten years ago and staying the course
to achieve gradual growth. Other posts left quickly when
their digital services failed to make a fast return.
An important fact to accept is that the development
of digital services will not now accelerate declines in letter
mail volumes—substitution has or will happen anyway, and
other service providers will meet customer needs if posts fail
to do so.
While digital businesses are not expected to replace highly
profitable priority letters, they can be relatively high margin
substitutes as they are not labour intensive.
40

Posts face seven major challenges in their drive to innovate
in the digital area:
• learning to operate and monetise services successfully
in an unstructured market
• securing the business-to-consumer channel
• adding value to receiver pull, including digital pull
• linking physical and digital services to become a multichannel operator
• developing customer relationship management
opportunities within customer billing operations through
multi-function, physical and digital messages
• enriching physical logistics with digital messaging adapted
to the new business environment
• attracting the talent needed to manage these businesses
A key challenge is to assess the extent to which consumers
require security and proof of identity in a world where
products with low security are being used successfully.
Value propositions for postal products will only be
successful if they provide the type and level of convenience
consumers want.
A further challenge is creating the network effects that will
allow posts to gain a critical mass of users that make their
digital platforms successful. Several instructive examples
of platform innovation and network effects exists from
which posts can learn – the classic being Apple, which has
created a network effect of mass usage through opening
up its systems to developers. Will posts be able to develop
open electronic postal services to create such a profitable
network effect?
Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market 2011

4
Direct marketing
and the postal sector
• Direct mail has historically accounted for 50% of
postal mail volume in developed markets. In a market
increasingly defined by falling mail volumes and
substitution it is important that direct mail be considered
as an advertising medium first and a mail product second.
• The results of an IPC-commissioned qualitative study
published in 2010 of cross-media communication
revealed that consumers – particularly those under
35 years of age – view online channels as exciting with
unlimited potential, valuing the interactivity, speed and
measurability of digital media. Physical direct mail was
perceived positively: as achieving more impact than digital
media, offering personal communication and having the
ability to reach specific customer groups and sectors.
• In 2013 507 billion emails will be sent out, 81% of which
will be spam. Already consumers are bombarded with too
many online marketing messages. At the same time fewer
direct mail pieces are being delivered per consumer. The
indirect consequence is that direct mail is becoming more
highly valued.
• There is a growing trend for B2C manufacturers of
consumer products to prefer direct mail as a primary
marketing and even distribution channel. The Nivea
group is one such example. The Nivea brand manager for
Belgium believes direct mail is a powerful channel within
an integrated direct marketing programme that spans a
range of media, centred on a web platform.
Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market 2011

• T he trend for increased expenditure on internet
advertising is forecast to continue as online advertising
becomes increasingly popular. In 2009 the online media
share in China was 14%, accounting for US$3.3bn,
in Japan this was 17%, worth US$7.6bn, however
in Thailand where TV accounts for half of all media
expenditure, online advertising was almost zero.
• P roviding posts can continue to promote the benefits of
direct mail in terms of personalisation, relevance, quality
and ROI in reaching high-value customers, the evidence
is that mail volume decline can be stemmed. However this
requires considerable focus by the posts in ensuring the
relevance of this media in today’s climate of increasing
digital business.
• P osts’ responses in leveraging these opportunities are
varied. Singapore Post is trying to compensate for the
decline in business mail by pursuing an aggressive
strategic focus across four different areas for direct
mail. Some postal operators provide database solutions
directly to business customers, an example of which is
Norway Post’s subsidiary Bring Dialog. TNT Mail China
has decided to reposition itself to provide integrated
direct marketing and home delivery solutions focusing
on customer acquisition, customer implementation and
customer retention.
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Global overview of the advertising
market
Trends in direct marketing have been strongly affected by
the growth in digital communications, with web-centric
customer databases creating ever greater convergence
between direct mail and online direct marketing,
particularly between e-commerce and direct mail. Having
identified high-value customers, marketing managers are
using direct mail to cut through the digital clutter to reach
their key customer prospects with high value, personalised
communications.

Direct mail: historically 50% of postal mail
volume in developed markets
Direct mail has historically accounted for 50% of postal
mail volume in developed markets. In a market increasingly
defined by falling mail volumes and substitution it is
important that direct mail be considered as an advertising
medium first and a mail product second. IPC is working
with its members to ensure direct mail remains an
important element of integrated, cross-media campaigns.
ZenithOptimedia, a media services group owned by the
Publicis advertising and communications group, has
predicted that the global advertising spend is forecast to
grow by 4.5% during the course of 2011 to €352.9bn.
The same source predicts spending on internet advertising
to account for the largest proportion of that growth, with
a forecast increase of 16% in online advertising. In Asia
Pacific, this is forecast to grow by 20.8%.

the Global Advertising Market
Major media in €bn

2010 (e)

2011 (e)

North America

119.6

122.9

Western Europe

77.0

79.0

Asia Pacific

80.1

85.3

337.6

352.9

Global Total
(e) = Expected value
Major media: TV, print, radio, cinema, outdoor, internet
Source: ZenithOptimedia, July 2010

Internet ad spend in €bn

2010 vs 2009 (e)

2011 vs 2010 (e)

Western Europe

+9.0%

+8.8%

North America

+13.6%

+17.4%

Asia Pacific

+14.6%

+20.8%

+13.0%

+16.0%

Global total
(e) = Expected value
Source: ZenithOptimedia, July 2010
Source: IPC 2010

To maintain relevance and share, direct mail has to work
effectively with online advertising media through crossmedia campaigns. During the last twelve months IPC has
identified increasing evidence that direct mail remains a
powerful marketing media which is complementary to
online advertising. In this chapter we present findings from
market research, customer testimonials and changes in
advertising agency strategies that demonstrate this.

IPC direct marketing intelligence –
qualitative research
At the close of 2009 IPC designed and commissioned a
qualitative study to understand key aspects of cross-media
communications, the results of which were published
in the 2010 edition of this publication1. These findings
were presented to senior postal executives during an
IPC Senior Executive Forum during which case studies
on developments in direct mail from the business and
communications agency world were also presented,
which will be discussed later in this publication.
It is opportune to first recall briefly the scope and some
topline results of the research. The research sought
particularly to understand the issues facing postal customers
managing the direct mail channel, the strengths and
weaknesses of paper and online communication,
the impact of the economic downturn, and trends for the
future. In-depth interviews were conducted in Belgium,
Italy, the Netherlands and Spain with chief marketing
officers, senior managers, advertising agencies and media
buyers. The interviews were conducted at the nadir of
the recession which was depressing sales and restricting
company budgets. At the time, the immediate focus for
direct marketing was on customer recruitment, internal
cost control and return on investment per contact.
Online was valued for being cost-effective and measurable
and most believed strongly in a continuing drift towards
online media and a consequent reduction in paper and
postal channels, but those in Italy and Spain had embraced
online media as a panacea in the face of limited budgets.
Respondents in Italy and Spain perceived direct mail as
somewhat out-dated but advertisers in these countries
believed it would become a niche channel for personalised
campaigns and premium products. In Belgium and the
Netherlands, more mature online markets, advertisers
took a different view, recognising declining conversion or
redemption rates from click through, the negative aspects
of spam, complaints about intrusive and aggressive emails
and the risk of encouraging customers to focus on price
comparisons. Advertisers in Belgium and the Netherlands
were positive about the potential for online, persuaded by
the potential benefits of cross-media approaches. Across
all countries, age influenced perceptions of marketing
channels, with those under 35 valuing online more highly
and those over that age expressing greater enthusiasm for

1 	 Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market 2010, p 26-29
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Offline and online direct marketing refer to different values
Emotions
and sensations
• Tangible
• P leasure to read,
touch, receive
• S uitable involving
topics

Quality
• Of relationship
• Of content
• Of process
• Of values conveyed

Tracking
Measurable
Performance
Immediate
Reactive

Offline
DM
Also suitable
for more formal,
professional
communication
or more thoughtful
decision processes

Interactivity

Online
DM
Care and
valorisation
• Respectful
• Reward
• Value
• Less intrusive
• Human touch

Installing more
a comparative
mindset…

Modern
Young
Dynamic
Extended multimedia
possibilities
Linked to new
applications: social
network, mobile,…

Source: IPC Direct Marketing Intelligence, 2010

physical direct mail. Delivery costs represented a significant
barrier to use of direct mail for all respondents, a perception
that postal operators need to address. Most advertisers and
communication specialists consider that online and offline
direct marketing have different values and respond to
different objectives.

• T he value of direct mail in customer relationship
management (CRM)
• T he need to build up a portfolio of successful direct mail
campaigns to use as case studies
• T he extent to which postal operators should facilitate
integrated, multi-channel direct marketing

Online marketing is seen as lower cost, suitable for higher
volumes, faster, easier, less labour intensive and more
flexible. Physical direct mail was perceived positively as
achieving more impact, offering personal communication
and having the ability to reach specific customer groups
and sectors. Its efficacy for catalogue/distance sellers,
coupons and incentives or gifts was widely recognised;
respondents also felt that direct mail is less intrusive and
has a longer-lasting effect than email. Direct mail has a role,
therefore, both in building brand awareness and
as a tactical promotional tool.

Urgent action points to capitalise on the
strengths of direct mail

In all four countries, respondents were moving away
from mass volume campaigns to a more segmented
approach. Advertisers in Belgium and the Netherlands were
increasingly integrating direct mail with online channels in
their campaigns, and agencies were interested in expanding
into direct mail as a way of enhancing their partnerships
with customers. As many agencies are the first touch point
for potential customers who are only seeking online support
at present, these agencies could represent key partners for
postal operators in the future.
Some of the key issues that postal operators must consider
include:
• The need for expert sales personnel
• Whether paying agency commission will bring
profitable results
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• Direct mail needs to be repositioned and its high positive
value to both senders and receivers measured. Postal
operators should justify premium pricing, providing data
to demonstrate direct mail’s efficiency and thereby build
stronger relationships with customers
• The image of direct mail must be reinvigorated,
particularly in the minds of younger executives and recent
adopters of online marketing. Providing examples of
effective direct mail campaigns can encourage advertisers
to revisit direct mail
• The price issue needs to be addressed. Barriers to the
use of direct mail are linked to volume-based pricing at
a time when campaigns are becoming more segmented
and personalised. The cost of delivery is a significant
proportion (typically one-third) of total direct mail cost
• Postal operators could provide database management
solutions to customers, either directly, or as a partner to
address management companies. There are significant
benefits in helping advertisers find new customers via
richer, more effective data, helping them integrate internal
databases as a tool available to all points of contact. It
is time for posts to act now on database management
services as the competitive space is relatively open
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• Postal operators should consider positioning themselves as
facilitators of cross-media activity with expert knowledge
of the strengths and weaknesses of each channel. There
is a need to build up a portfolio of successful direct mail
campaigns to use as case studies.

Postal operators: facilitators of cross-media
marketing

Brands today seek to dialogue with consumers, which
means that the communications need to be sophisticated
and highly targeted via the correct media channels for the
relevant audience. Social media and the internet in general
have allowed for highly-targeted marketing outreach, and
consumer behaviour and events are increasingly being used
to trigger communications to consumers. For example,

Advertisers are looking for support to develop integrated database marketing tools

Whatever the touch point with the customer, the following process is
required:
Website
Customer service

POS

Website
Sales
representative

Database
integration

Call centre

Customer service

Database
transfer for more
effective selling
approach

Synchronising, updating
and making all data
accessible through points
of contact
All other
channels

Coupons

Sales
representative

Call centre

POS

All other
channels
Coupons

Source: IPC Direct Marketing Intelligence, 2010

The agency perspective: a digital
communications agency adding
direct mail into the mix
Emakina Media is a digital communications agency
operating in Belgium, France and the Netherlands that
provides communications services such as consultancy,
creative concept development, media planning, search
engine optimisation, social and mobile marketing and web
and database hosting as well as specialising in cross-media
database driven direct marketing.
Emakina thinks that the market has moved from mass
media to masses of media, which requires advertisers
to respond to many different direct marketing channels,
including direct mail. Despite its primary digital focus,
Emakina recognises the value of direct mail and its
role as an effective player in the direct marketing mix.
Emakina uses direct mail as highly specialised and targeted
campaigns like consolidating or developing brand loyalty
and converting consumers into brand ambassadors. It
claims to be the only digital agency in Belgium offering
its clients expertise in all direct marketing channels, both
virtual and physical.
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clicking on a website might generate an email, a sales visit
might prompt a ‘thank you’ letter, or a customer’s failure
to place their regular order might trigger a direct mail piece
containing a coupon. However there is a thin line between
such events-based outreach being rewarding and welcomed
and being invasive. Getting the timing and frequency right
is therefore critical. Consumers will choose which channel
they respond to, which in turn determines how companies
communicate with them.
Emakina’s campaigns are generated from opt-in customer
databases. Emakina does not operate external databasedriven direct marketing for either direct mail or email.
Renting addresses is too expensive: for the cost of 50,000
letters Emakina can conduct a viral campaign that is more
effective. Email is often a supplement to direct mail: twice
as many emails will be opened if the target consumers
have first received a direct mail piece. In digital marketing
the level of personalisation is so high that it affects design,
one reason why Emakina has taken design in-house. In
many campaigns every part of a brochure is personalised
according to click behaviour on a website, for example,
the consumer who chooses olive oil and not butter will
be mailed the coupon relevant to their preference.
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Today, brands seek to have a dialogue with consumers

Mass marketing

Awareness/
brand preference

Campaign
call2action

One-on-one marketing

In store
promo

€

New
custumer

Loyal
repeat
customer

€€

Happy
brand
ambassador

€€

Source: Emakina - IPC Senior Executive Forum on Direct Mail, June 2010

The Yunomi online community
For Unilever, Emakina has developed an online community
called Yunomi, where women aged between 30 and 50
interact. The Unilever name does not appear anywhere on
the site, but the company’s brands do feature prominently.
Yunomi has replaced all Unilever online advertising in
Belgium. Consumers can access digital coupons for Unilever
brands via the site, but the content, such as recipes, is
generated by its users, not Unilever.
Eleven people at Emakina work full time on Yunomi,
updating the site daily with offers and competitions.
A reward programme for the site’s users allocates points
to collect against money-off coupons. At the end of 2009
Yunomi was receiving one million visitors a month, 30,000
articles were published by users and the site had registered
836,000 user reactions to recipes or articles. The online
community is enhanced by physical direct mail. Emakina
sends out 400,000 copies of personalised direct mail for
Unilever four times a year plus 100,000 ad hoc mail pieces
a year. The site’s physically-mailed magazine has content
generated by Yunomi consumers. The direct mail supports
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and is complimentary to the online and social network
Yunomi media integrations.
Emakina collects information about users by asking
questions; for example, a consumer who clicks on an offer
might be asked how many times they use the product,
which in turn might generate a personalised direct
mail piece.

What’s in it for the post?
In 2013 507 billion emails will be sent out, 81% of which
will be spam. Already consumers are bombarded with too
many online marketing messages. At the same time fewer
direct mail pieces are delivered per consumer. The indirect
consequence is that direct mail is becoming more highly
valued. Emakina and its clients are just one example of how
businesses require direct mail to provide reliable,
on-time delivery and flexibility in recognition of the need
for personalised messages that make every mail piece
different. Emakina believes that postal pricing is too focused
on quantity per drop rather than on annual volume.
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Bring Dialog: a breakthrough
strategy for postal operators?

•C
 ampaign planning, execution and analysis (direct mail,
call centre, mobile, web, email)

Commercial operation

An example of a postal operator providing database
solutions directly to customers is Norway Post.
The Talk2Me dialogue marketing company was purchased
by Norway Post in 2006 and renamed Bring Dialog in
2008 to align it with the Bring brand which covers all
of the group’s services to business. Bring Dialog works
with large advertisers advising on the development and
implementation of customer communications. Activity is
based on its own cross-media dialogue platform covering
direct mail, online and mobile marketing, but with a
principal focus on direct mail.
The company’s primary aim is to deliver a segmentation
model, a CRM system and a campaign to its clients.
It determines the right channel, timing and contacts,
building CRM databases quickly for clients in order
to achieve results.
Bring Dialog’s offer includes:
• Advice/consultation
• Customer communication plans
• Customer analysis and segmentation models
• CRM system

The company charges for consultancy services and invoicing
for the whole package it provides, including direct mail
postage costs. Database management is Bring Dialog’s
main customer offering, accounting for half its profit and
providing a powerful tool for effective campaign execution.
The company operates customer databases for 50 clients
and always seeks to take on database management for any
new client.
It promotes direct mail as an effective marketing tool,
pointing out that the opening rate is about 100% while the
rate for CRM email is only in the 20-30% range, with about
30% of all marketing emails sent blocked by spam filters.
It does however recommend campaigns with no direct
mail element: the target audience determines the channel,
so if it is determined that a particular target audience will
not respond to direct mail then it is not included in the
recommended mix.
Clients whose databases are managed by Bring Dialog
represent a combined direct mail distribution value to
Norway Post of NOK1bn (€140m).

Bring Dialog’s CRM System

Bring
Dialogue
addresses
Online to client
transactional
databases

Customer
and campaign
analysis

Web-based
Customer
database
Oracle

All one-to-one
campaigns
Online link to client
marketing dept.

Online
data quality
management

Source: Bring Dialog - IPC Senior Executive Forum on Direct Mail, June 2010
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Richer data from transactions: Bring Dialog
helping NORDEA and Netcom
Norwegian bank NORDEA wanted to undertake
personalised direct mail, but had no suitable database.
Bring Dialog was contracted to build one. Each night Bring
Dialog receives millions of transaction data from NORDEA’s
own database which interfaces with the customer database
it manages. It stores accumulated bank account values in
its NORDEA CRM database but not the transactions. Large
transactions do, however, act as trigger events for direct
mail. NORDEA’s, in-house marketing department has access
to the database held by Bring Dialog via an online link.
Mobile phone company Netcom transmits details of its 1.4
million customers’ phone call transactions to Bring Dialog
for analysis and segmentation. The company’s relationships
with creative agencies differ according to customer
needs. However, Bring Dialog does want to be the main
communications partner and is taking more business from
agencies where it can.

Nivea: pushing the boundaries
of direct mail
Nivea in Belgium is an example of a brand that strongly
advocates direct mail and uses it as one of its main
marketing channels. Nivea brand managers in Belgium
believe that direct mail is a powerful channel within an
integrated direct marketing programme that spans a

range of media, centred on a web platform. While Belgian
consumers continue to receive direct mail, Nivea brand
managers in other countries have stopped all direct mail
and use only online channels for direct marketing.

Internet presence is essential
Nivea is the most used cosmetics brand in Belgium.
Its marketing strategy moved from straightforward brand
development to its own internet platform supported by
couponing. A big consumer-health & beauty brand such
as Nivea must be present online, but within an online-led
campaign, direct mail has a valuable part to play in building
relationships with consumers. An internet community
of female consumers accesses online content and receives
a regular email newsletter.
The online channel is considered the best added-value
media for personalisation and daily updates, offering
competitions, advantages and testimonials. It is the place
where consumers can access all information about Nivea
products, increase their engagement, establish a dialogue
and interact with the brand.

Direct mail builds relationships
Online information is supported by direct mail and Naturally
Beautiful, Nivea’s consumer magazine which has been
running for 12 years. Naturally Beautiful is a targeted,
VIP communications tool: new subscribers are referred

Internet versus direct mail

Internet

Direct mail
Media saturation

33%

98%

Only 33% of people open a newsletter
from the health & beauty sector

98% of people open their mailbox
every day

(spam or junk mail filters)
Sometimes deleted before being read.
Email lists are very difficult to keep up with, due to the fact
that many people change their email address regularly or
provide fictitious email address(es)
Source: Beiersdorf - IPC Senior Executive Forum on Direct Mail, June 2010
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via word of mouth and by referral only. They can ask an
existing subscriber to sponsor them or sign up directly via
the website.
Nivea’s consumers expect to receive direct mail, which
builds a better relationship between them and the Nivea
brand. Direct mail creates a strong emotional contact as
the magazine is read more than online content, and is
more likely to be passed around to other women. The Nivea
team also believes direct mail works better for coupons.
A direct mail piece can contain both a coupon and a sample
(the company has, however, been experimenting with
online coupons). Nivea has saved costs by mailing Naturally
Beautiful less frequently, but by adding more value to each
mailing, switching from a loyalty points system to coupons
offering instant discounts.

Cost is an issue
Sales generated by coupons make direct mail cost-effective,
but Nivea stresses that the high cost of direct mail is an
issue. The total cost of producing the Naturally Beautiful
and mailing it to 150,000 people is €120,000, a cost per
contact of €0.80. In comparison, an online newsletter
by contrast costs just €1,300 with a cost per contact of
€0.013. To make its direct mail more cost-effective Nivea
extends the distribution of its magazine by inserting it
in women’s magazines, making it available at points of

sale, and handing it out in the street. Nivea wants posts
to be more flexible in pricing direct mail, to offer loyalty
programmes, and would like pre-test and post-test mailings
to be combined with price incentives.

Direct mail in the Asia Pacific
region
The Asia-Pacific region accounts for 23% of global
advertising, or US$100.4bn. In the Asia-Pacific region TV
and print media account for the highest share of advertising
investment. In 2009 spend on all media channels in the
region was down on the previous year with the exception
of the internet, which accounted for 14% of total
advertising spend, an increase of 6% on the previous year.
The trend for increased expenditure on internet advertising
is forecast to continue as online advertising becomes
increasingly popular. The share of national advertising
expenditure on online advertising varies by country
and relates both to internet penetration and cultural
media preferences.
In 2009 the online media share in China was 14%,
accounting for US$3.3bn, in Japan 17%, or US$7.6bn,
but in Thailand where TV accounts for half of all media
expenditure, online advertising has an almost zero share.

Internet versus direct mail

Internet

Direct mail
Cost efficiency

A newsletter = € 1,300
sent to 100,000 people
Cost per contact = € 0.013

A mailing (magazine) = € 120,000

(creation + production + postage + addresses check)

sent by post to 150,000 people
Cost per contact = € 0.80

BUT
a website = € 25,000
a medium display campaign = € 50,000

Thanks to the sales generated
by vouchers included,
the DM is cost-efficient
We also know that additionnal
sales are generated

Source: Beiersdorf - IPC Senior Executive Forum on Direct Mail, June 2010
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Asia – Pacific: Share of Ad Spend by Medium (2009)

TV and print media attract the most investment. Internet accounts for 14% of ad spend and in 2009
was the only media for which spend increased compared to 2008.

Total advertising expenditure in Asia-Pacific
in 2009 is $100.4bn
Internet
$14.0bn

Outdoor

+6%

14%
24%

-12%

$10.3bn

Cinema

10%
0,3%

Radio

-10%

$24.3bn

-6%

$0.3bn

Newspapers

-4%

5%

6%

Magazines

-21%

$5.9bn

$4.6bn

The %-differences are differences
in advertising spending by medium
compared to 2008

41%
TV

-3%

$40.9bn
Source: Zenith Optimedia advertising expenditure forecasts July 2010 / IPC analysis

Increased usage and penetration of the internet

Case study – The post in Singapore

In the Asia-Pacific region both the number of internet users
and internet penetration increased in 2009, with China
and Thailand experiencing the highest growth (China 24%
growth to 420m users at 32% penetration; Thailand 30%
growth to 17.5m users at 26% penetration). In addition
across the region the average time spent online increased
in 2009, with people in South Korea spending the most
time online, for an annual average usage of 1,798 minutes
online per visitor – approximately twice the New Zealand
average. Forecasts for 2012 show that the amount spent
on internet advertising in China will reach the same level
as Japan, whereas in 2009 internet advertising in China
was less than half that in Japan.

Direct mail in Singapore is growing. Despite slowing in
2009, the CAGR from 2004 to 2009 was 9.2%. This
includes both addressed and unaddressed mail and volume
growth of 4% is forecast for 2010. By contrast, business
letter mail in Singapore is forecast to decline by 2%
in 2010.

The Asia-Pacific region has the highest growth in online
advertising in the world. We include in this chapter two
examples of postal best practice for direct mail from
this region2.

SingPost is trying to compensate for the decline in business
mail by pursuing an aggressive strategic focus across four
different areas for direct mail:
• Enhanced packages
• Innovations
• Resellers
• Education
Only 29% of SingPost’s customers continued to spend with
the post over the last three consecutive years. Customer
retention is therefore a key focus for SingPost. Of the top

2 	 Presented at the IPC Senior Executive Forum on Direct Mail in Asia, Fukuoka, Japan, October 2010.
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Increased Use of Digital Media:
Internet Users and Penetration - Asia-Pacific

In the Asia-Pacific region, both the number of internet users
and internet penetration has grown compared to 2009.
China and Thailand experienced the strongest growth.
Internet users

Internet penetration

Figures 2010

Growth vs 2009

Figures 2010

Growth vs 2009

China

420,000,000

24%

32%

6.3%

Japan

99,143,400

5%

78%

4.%

South-Korea

39,440,000

5%

81%

3.8%

Vietnam

24,269,083

13%

27%

2,8%

Thailand

17,486,400

30%

26%

6.0%

Singapore

3,658,400

18%

78%

11.1%

Asia-Pacific

846,358,386

17%

21.9%

3.0%

Europe

475,069,448

18%

58.4%

8.3%

North-America

266,224,500

6%

77.4%

3.5%

1,966,514,816

18%

28.7%

4.0%

World
Source: Internet World Stats July 2010

Strategic Focus from Singapore
Post on Direct Mail

Strategic focus
Enhanced
packages

Innovations

Resellers

Education

Customer
segmentation

Promotes
creativity

Extending
channels

Creating
awareness

• Acquisition
• Increase spending
• Revive lapsed accounts

• Things Box
• Sampling

• Printers
• Agencies

• DM Rocket
• Education

Source: SingPost - IPC Senior Executive Forum on Direct Mail in Asia, October 2010
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Customer Engagement at SingPost

Sales kit

New
product
launches

Starter kit to introduce
how to use products
services for various
customer segments

Loyalty
rewards

Thank you programme
for loyal customers

Starter kit
Customers
contact
events

Induce cross buy
of other products
and services

Sign up as
SingPost
customers

Corporate
Customer

Anniversary vouchers for
recurrent customers

Anniversary
Vouchers

Cross buy
programmes

Spend and get
programmes

Thank you letter for first
buy, mechanics to drive
next purchase

First buy/
recurrent
buy

Up trade rewards
Down trade reactivation

Source: Internet World Stats July 2010

Performance of International Companies in China compared to Asia and World Wide

38%
Worldwide

Asia

20%

50%
China

2009

1.8%
Worldwide

7.8%

Asia

7.8%

China

2009

80%

1%
Worldwide

15%
Asia

37%
6%
China

2009

Worldwide

30%
Asia

China

2009

Source: IPC 2010
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100 customers in Singapore, the post has calculated that
it has only a 1.5% share of their collective total advertising
budget.
To increase the share of advertising expenditure allocated
to the post, SingPost ran a three month promotion called
‘the great Singapore sale’. The campaign saw revenue grow
by 16%, with 57% of growth coming from five industry
sectors: retail, electronics, beauty, restaurants and property.
Of the incremental growth, 39% came from new customers
and 44% from lapsed customers.
SingPost recently introduced a full customer engagement
programme. Corporate customers participate in a loyalty
programme where they are rewarded for expenditure on
direct mail and are provided with a sales kit to explain how
to use the service more effectively.

Innovations: Things Box
SingPost has introduced ‘Things Box’, a tool which enables
businesses to engage their consumer customers by sending
three dimensional promotional objects appealing to the
different senses. Customers for this service have access
to a database of a minimum of 5,000 pre-determined
consumers. Up to eight advertisers can include their
samples within the box. Testimonials for the services have
been very promising: SingPost customer Sentosa 4D Magix
described it as “an innovative means of reaching out to a
specific target audience; the SingPost Things Box doesn’t
just offer a medium to create awareness but it gives our
potential customers an opportunity for trial.”
The response from the general public has also been very
positive, as monitored by discussions on social networks.
Consumers regard these samples as gifts and rewards and
share their experiences with friends and family.

Authorised resellers – Mail authorised resellers
scheme
To further promote the growth of direct mail in Singapore,
SingPost launched the Mail Authorised Resellers Scheme
(MARS) in July 2008. Nineteen partners are now operating
under the scheme. These mail consolidators are rewarded
for selling mail services to customers and receive postal
discounts for their consolidated traffic. This has been
developed into a loyalty programme where partners can
earn and redeem points to further offset against SingPost
invoices. A similar scheme was launched for advertising
agencies in April 2010, providing 150 agencies with the
possibility of receiving commission from SingPost for each
posting they make.

Direct mail education
SingPost is very active in promoting its direct mail education
programme which is branded as DM Rocket – direct mail
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that delivers. This involves roundtable sessions
to discuss direct mailing in today’s business environment.
The objectives of the programme are to build relationships,
create a greater awareness of direct mail and better
understand the advertising needs of SingPost’s customers.
The feedback from the market is that despite the boom
in the use of web-based campaigns, these are actually
creating more opportunities for direct mail and CRM to
drive traffic to websites.
Direct mail can help e-commerce businesses succeed.
In Singapore, a growing number of customers are now
outsourcing their direct mail activities. Of concern to
SingPost are issues of the environment, spam and littering,
coupled with the lack of quality customer databases. The
conclusion from SingPost was that although direct mail
volumes are under threat, new technology and tactics,
together with favourable business sentiments, will allow
direct mail to experience a rebound.

New technology and tactics,
and a favourable business sentiment
will allow direct mail to rebound

Connecting to the customer:
TNT Mail China
As we have seen earlier in this publication, e-commerce
in China is expanding exponentially, and e-commerce
sellers are increasingly turning to direct mail for marketing
support. The main reasons for using direct mail are to
• attract potential customers to their website
• increase online sales
• acquire new members for their online clubs
• keep contact with their customers and to maintain
relations
• increase the loyalty of their existing customers
In a market with millions of customers, the e-commerce
industry presents an enormous opportunity for direct mail.
Instead of trying to find the optimal direct mail delivery
solution, TNT’s customers are looking for full marketing
solutions. The questions being asked of TNT in China are
• how to acquire new customers
• how to connect to customers effectively
• how to retain customers
Direct mail is just one solution of many and TNT Mail
China has therefore decided to reposition itself to provide
integrated direct marketing and home delivery solutions
focusing on customer acquisition, customer implementation
and on customer retention.
TNT Mail China’s approach begins with a deep
understanding of the five main challenges its business
customers are facing, namely to identify
Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market 2011

DM trends in Asia
Strong growth in E-commerce in China

E-commerce 2014:

Expected RMB 35bn

Bright skies for
Chinese e-commerce
Shanghai daily, 2 September 2010
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(1) Exclude products such as antiques, dangerous goods, and items prohibited by law that most B2C parcel delivery players could not ship
(2) Others include telephone sales, mailing catalogue and etc.
Sources: iResearch; Analysys International; Prospects of Acorn International; EIU forecast; A.T. Kearney analysis;

1. the customer
2. where to contact the customer
3. the channels to the customer
4. how to keep the customer loyal
5. how to deliver to the customer

TNT DM solutions
Integrated service provider

A major challenge in Asia is obtaining reliable
consumer data.
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Data was obtained from incentivised online questionnaires
and all consumer data is permission-based, which can be
used for both physical and electronic mailings. TNT owns
the data and rents it out to clients. By renting rather than
selling the data, TNT is able to control the printing and all
elements of the value chain, including fulfilment, delivery,
response and return services, and call centre services. It was
considered strategically important to own this database
in order to keep it updated, as 15% of Chinese residents
relocate each year.
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TNT Mail China has made a major investment in building
its own proprietary database. Known as the EYE, it contains
consumer preference data on more than 2.5 million
individuals in Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou and Shenzhen,
representing 10% of the population living in those cities.
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TNT’s China Connect is a geographical information system
that allows it to locate and map consumers. Home and
office addresses are transformed into geo-coordinates
and plotted on electronic maps. China Contact helps TNT’s
business customers select potential customers and target
direct mail at defined areas. It can also identify density
per postcode and locations where existing customer
penetration is low. TNT Mail China offers an automatic
address recognition system which assigns a correct
postcode to each delivery address.
The multiple communication channels TNT deploys include
direct mail, catalogues, samples, telephone selling and
customer services. Pre- or post-delivery alerts can be sent
to the recipient’s mobile, with email marketing or internet
solutions also offered.
TNT uses Mail Delivery Management System (MDMS),
a web-based tracking and control system for the mail
delivery process, to calculate campaign ROI. This shows the
real-time status of a mail piece, as well as statistics for the
entire campaign. After printing, each mail piece undergoes
five stages within the process and the MDMS automatically
checks the status and results at ten different points within
the process.
Lastly, to complete the circle of integrated services TNT Mail
China supports its clients by maintaining customer relations
through CRM and loyalty programmes. These services
include hotlines, online track and trace and reverse logistics
services. It is through this range of services that TNT Mail
China can claim to be a truly integrated service provider –
and can make a margin across a full range of CRM value
chain activities.

Conclusion
There is strong evidence to suggest that direct mail can,
and will continue to play a key role in the marketing mix,
notwithstanding increasing digital substitution.
IPC research in 2010 showed that in countries that had
adopted online marketing prior to the economic crisis,
the volume of direct mail has remained fairly stable.

Evidence is emerging that increased digitisation is leading
to a move towards sophisticated multichannel marketing
in order to cut through the online clutter, of which direct
marketing is a core element. For example, Emakina has
stated that direct mail is the most effective way to reach its
highest value prospects and VIP customers—even though
the agency had set out to be a digital communications pure
player. Physical media, executed to a high creative standard,
personalised and consumer-relevant, speaks directly to the
target customer, and has brought the online phenomenon
of narrowcasting full circle back into the offline world.
Moreover marketers suggest that the ROI of direct
marketing campaigns can be measured more accurately
than online campaigns. Intelligent marketers realise that
no one medium is alone effective, and direct marketing
is being rehabilitated and reintegrated into smart multichannel communications marketing programmes.
The Nivea brand uses direct mail very effectively in
Belgium to target its highest value customers as part of
regular customer loyalty mailings. The payback on these
campaigns can easily be tracked and measured through the
redemption of coupons within the mailing. Nivea is highly
focused on building on web-centric customer databases.
This CRM approach will be increasingly important to Nivea
as it considers shifting consumer sales from retail to online
in the future – a trend that is already well established
in Japan.
The management of customer-centric databases is an area
that posts are moving into, as evidenced by both Norway
Post through their subsidiary Bring Dialogue, and in Asia
where TNT Mail China is investing to build up its own
customer databases as part of its longer term business
strategy. Lastly, in the Asia-Pacific region where there is
the highest growth in internet advertising, SingPost has
seen growth in direct mail due to its extensive customer
engagement programme.
Providing posts can continue to promote the benefits of
direct mail in terms of personalisation, relevance, quality
and ROI in reaching high-value customers, evidence shows
that mail volume decline can be stemmed. However
this requires considerable focus by posts in ensuring the
relevance of this medium in today’s climate of increasing
digital business.

The economic downturn precipitated a much stronger
transfer in advertising revenue from direct mail to online
media in southern European countries such as Italy and
Spain. A lot of this is experimental advertising and in many
cases, proving the ROI from online marketing campaigns
is a challenge. There is a generational change in attitude in
regard to physical mail: those over the age of 35 regard it as
positive and those under imbue it with less inherent value,
which will present a challenge to the posts in the future.
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Environmental sustainability
in the postal sector
• IPC is leading the drive to develop a cross-sectoral
approach to sustainable business for the postal sector, on
which it has been working since 2008 when stakeholder
research was undertaken with leading global companies
to understand both best practice standards for carbon
reporting and the requirements of stakeholders in the
postal sector for carbon reporting.
• The IPC Environmental Measurement and Monitoring
System (EMMS) is a sector-wide emissions management
programme, the first of its kind for a services industry.
Launched at the UN Climate Convention in Copenhagen
in December 2009, EMMS is the scientific, audited and
transparent carbon measurement system behind EMMS
participants’ collective pledge to reduce CO2 emissions
by 20% on 2008 levels by 2020. Twenty postal operators
made that pledge at Copenhagen, and a further two have
since signed up to the programme.
• IPC member postal operators transport some 80% of
global postal volumes and to do so manage over 100,000
facilities, around 520,000 transport vehicles and employ
some 2.4 million people worldwide. Collectively these
resources emit a significant amount of CO2 from fuel
combustion and the use of energy to power equipment
and heat and cool buildings, making energy consumption
and carbon dioxide emissions a significant operational
and strategic risk for the postal sector.
• E MMS measures carbon management proficiency
across ten areas aligned with IPC’s plan-do-check-act
approach. In 2009 participating posts achieved an average
management proficiency score of 61%. In the first year of
audited results participating postal operators announced
an impressive cut of 597,000 tomes of CO2 emissions,
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reported in the IPC Postal Sector Sustainability Report
2010, which means that EMMS participants’ first year
efforts have put them more than one third of the way
to achieving the 2020 target.
• IPC has developed an introductory EMMS (i-EMMS)
programme that allows those postal operators that
feel that they are not in a position to sign up to the
full EMMS programme to get started with Carbon
Management Proficiency assessment. IPC’s vision is to
drive sustainable business practices across the whole
postal industry, and to that end both the full EMMS and
the i-EMMS programmes are open to IPC members and
non-members alike.
• Posts have adopted a variety of strategies for green
marketing, from offering a range of specific green
products such as carbon-neutral parcels, sustainable direct
mail or green packaging, to adopting holistic corporate
programmes. The following examples are illustrative of
both approaches:
• F aced with negative perceptions of direct mail, high
waste disposal costs for municipal authorities and
government pressure, Royal Mail has developed
a standard for sustainable direct mail and introduced
a certified product that offers customers a price incentive
to go green.
• T NT Post has spearheaded a project to develop
sustainable mail in the Netherlands and will launch
sustainable mail products across all addressed and
unaddressed products in April 2011. The Dutch scheme
is based on an eco-label logo demonstrating the
sustainability of qualifying mail items.
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• Deutsche Post DHL’s Go Green is another example of
a comprehensive corporate sustainability programme.
In 2010 Deutsche Post’s Go Green shipments increased
significantly to reach the one billion mark, indicating
that customers want to accept responsibility for climate
protection.
• Norway Post has set itself its own challenging target
of a 30% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2015, based
on 2008 figures. The target is supported by an action
plan devised to achieve bottom up and top down
engagement through a series of workshops for
employees at all levels. The programme is measured
and controlled using a variety of tools including IPC’s
EMMS programme.
• Itella has taken the bold decision to make its entire
range of domestic postal services carbon neutral at no
additional cost to customers. It has switched primarily
to protect volume in response to competition in both
the parcels and letters sectors.
• For the past three years Le Groupe La Poste has been
building into its business a fully integrated approach
to sustainable marketing. It has created tools to help
marketing teams understand sustainable issues and how
to build sustainable elements into products and services.
• IPC’s groundbreaking approach to developing a crosssector emissions management programme for the postal
sector has won recognition and plaudits from leading
international media, the UN and CSR organisations, and
was recognised for its ‘innovative reporting’ at the 2011
Ethical Corporation Awards.
In this chapter we provide an overview of EMMS, IPC’s
cross-sectoral sustainability programme, and an update
on the progress that has been made thus far under the
programme. We also detail the i-EMMS, the introductory
programme that allows those postal operators that feel
that they are not in a position to sign up to the full EMMS
programme to get started with carbon management
proficiency assessment. IPC’s vision is to drive sustainable
business practices across the whole postal industry, and to
that end both the full EMMS and the i-EMMS programmes
are open to IPC members and non-members alike. We
also consider the importance of green marketing of postal
products and provide case studies on best practice from
within our membership.

IPC’s sustainability programme
IPC member postal operators transport some 80% of global
postal volumes and to do so manage over 100,000 facilities,
around 520,000 transport vehicles and employ some 2.4
million people worldwide. Collectively these resources emit
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a significant amount of CO2 from fuel combustion and
the use of energy to power equipment and heat and cool
buildings, making energy consumption and carbon dioxide
emissions a significant operational and strategic risk for the
postal sector.
IPC is leading the drive in developing a cross-sectoral
approach to sustainable business for the postal sector, on
which it has been working since 2008, when stakeholder
research was undertaken with leading global companies
to understand both best practice standards for carbon
reporting and the requirements of stakeholders in the
postal sector for carbon reporting. This research and
subsequent engagement with sustainability experts from
within IPC’s membership lead to the introduction of the
IPC Environmental Measurement and Monitoring System
(EMMS).
Launched at the UN Climate Convention in Copenhagen in
December 2009, IPC’s sector-wide emissions management
programme, the Environmental Measurement and
Monitoring System (EMMS), is the first of its kind for
a services industry. EMMS is the scientific, audited and
transparent, carbon measurement system behind EMMS
participants’ collective pledge to reduce CO2 emissions by
20% on 2008 levels by 2020 (the ’20-2020’ target). Twenty
postal operators made that pledge at Copenhagen, and
a further two have since signed up to the programme.
Measurement began across 20 IPC member posts in 2008
to produce the benchmarking report that was published at
Copenhagen in 2009. EMMS is aligned with the following
key international standards:
• Greenhouse Gas Protocol
• Dow Jones Sustainability Index
• FSTE4Good Index
• Carbon Disclosure Project
• GRI G3 sustainability reporting guidelines
• UN Global Compact Communication on Progress
• AA 1000 and ISAE 3000 auditing and assurance standards
• United Nations Millennium Development Goals
• International Finance Corporation
EMMS comprises two elements: one qualitative, assessing
management proficiency across 11 areas; the other
quantitative, assessing carbon efficiency through indicators
that factor in different company sizes, geographies
and operations.
The annual results are published in the IPC Postal Sector
Sustainability Report 2010, available to the public at http://
sustainability.ipc.be/en/NextSteps.aspx. The report provides
details of overall reductions achieved by posts for Scope
1 and 2 emissions (transport, heating and electricity), and
emissions per postal item delivered. The 2010 report is
fully modular and interactive and features stakeholder
comment and video testimonials from postal customers and
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processes such as subcontractors and business travel.
While several participating posts already include Scope
3 data in their EMMS submissions and some Scope 3
emissions information is given in the 2010 sustainability
report, not all have yet managed to audit these accurately,
and a major hurdle to overcome will be the difficulty of
auditing large numbers of external suppliers.

employees, government and NGOs. IPC’s groundbreaking
approach to developing a sector-wide emissions
management programme for the postal sector has won
recognition and plaudits from leading international media
– including Bloomberg, The Financial Times, The Guardian,
and Reuters – the UN and international CSR organisations:
IPC was recognised for the ‘innovative reporting’ of the
Postal Sector Sustainability Report 2010 at the 2011
Responsible Business Awards.

Range and average carbon
management proficiency scores
by section

The next challenge is to include
Scope 3 emissions in EMMS results

Carbon-related management

While the results achieved to date under the EMMS
programme are impressive, the challenges going forward
should not be underestimated. One of the biggest
challenges will be to include in EMMS results Scope 3
emissions, that is, emissions generated by non-direct

The EMMS tool measures carbon management proficiency
across ten areas aligned with IPC’s plan-do-check-act
management systems approach. In 2009 participating posts
achieved an average management proficiency score of

EMMS - Management Proficiency
Average, leader and lowest scores
IPC 2008 average (score)
IPC 2009 average (score)
Maximum and minimum score ranges for each calendar year
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61%, representing an increase of five percentage points
on 2008, and a significant appreciation of energy and
carbon emissions as a priority for business. The full score
range was between 20 and 83 percentage points and 95%
of participants showed improved scores. The current rate of
improvement in management proficiency (five percentage
points per annum) significantly exceeds the required rate to
meet our sector goal of carbon management proficiency of
90% by 2020.

Areas of strength
Participating posts performed best on issues relating to
policy and procedure (79%), management and strategy
(69%), target setting (69%) and measurement and
verification (65%). This represents a significant positive shift
in performance, with more than 95% of companies now
having either internal or external targets for the reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions. Over 76% of participants
already have targets in place that are at least in line with
the sector 20-2020 target. More than 14% have made
a commitment to be carbon neutral. Responsibility for
climate change, carbon management and emissions is
clearly defined for almost all participating posts, with many
also having individual energy and carbon metrics in senior
manager performance appraisals and performance-related
pay schemes.

Global postal industry cuts
over half a million tonnes
of CO2 in one year
Since the launch of the EMMS the postal industry has
moved one-third of the way to achieving the 2020 target
in the first year of sustainability reporting. In 2010 IPC
published the first set of comparative results showing that
participating posts had reduced their CO2 emissions by 7%
in the first year alone. In this first year of reporting nearly
all of the 20 participating postal operators improved their
carbon management scores on 2008, reporting a collective
reduction in CO2 emissions of a total 597,000 tonnes. In
2009 these posts collectively emitted 8.63m tonnes of CO2.

597,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions
cut in just one year, more than one third
of the pledged total
In 2010 Österreichische Post (Austrian Post) and Poste
Italiane announced their participation in the EMMS
programme, bringing the total number of reporting posts
to 22. Both will report in 2011 on their emissions evolution
from 2009 to 2010. The 20 postal operators whose results

EMMS - Carbon Emissions
Comparing 2008 and 2009 results

Original members

Original members

Extended group

2008

2009

2009

Scope 1: Transport (vehicule, aviation, rail)

2,948,000 tonnes

2,857,000 tonnes

3,008,000 tonnes

Scope 1: Heating (gas, heating fuel, oil, steam)

1,164,000 tonnes

979,000 tonnes

1,057,000 tonnes

Scope 2: Electricity (including electric vehicles)

4,248,000 tonnes

3,927,000 tonnes

4,062,000 tonnes

8,360,000 tonnes

7,763,000 tonnes

8,143,000 tonnes

0.067

0.064

0.058

29

25

25

Indicator

CO2 emissions in tonnes

TOTAL
Overall sector indicators
Total CO2 in tonnes per 1 000€ turnover
Total CO2 in grammes per item mail and parcels
Source: IPC Postal Sector Sustainability Report 2010
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contributed to the IPC Postal Sector Sustainability Report
2010 are: An Post, Ireland; Australia Post; bpost, Belgium;
Canada Post; Correios de Portugal; Correos y Telegrafos,
Spain; Deutsche Post DHL, Germany; Le Groupe La Poste,
France; Hellenic Post, Greece; Itella, Finland; Magyar Posta,
Hungary; New Zealand Post; Norway Post; PostNord AB,
Denmark and Sweden; Postes et Telecommunications
Luxembourg; Royal Mail, United Kingdom; Swiss Post; TNT,
The Netherlands; and the United States Postal Service.

iEMMS
IPC has developed an introductory EMMS (i-EMMS)
programme that allows those postal operators that
feel that they are not in a position to sign up to the
full EMMS programme to get started with carbon
management proficiency assessment. Like the full EMMS,
the i-EMMS programme is open to IPC members and
non-members alike.

operators; the focus is on marketing green products based
on offsets, or customer and supplier action.
Direct mail, parcels and packages account for most of
the green postal products offered now or planned. Posts
differ in the way they position green parcels: while some
operators claim green parcels offer added value, one
post prices green parcels lower than its standard parcels,
two offer carbon neutrality for their standard product,
and three invite customers to contribute to a carbon
offsetting scheme.

Sustainable direct mail at Royal
Mail Group
Faced with negative perceptions of direct mail, high waste
disposal costs for municipal authorities and pressure from
the government, Royal Mail has developed a standard for
sustainable direct mail and introduced a certified product
that offers customers a price incentive to go green.

i-EMMS: helping posts get started
The i-EMMS is designed as a complement to any new
or existing environmental monitoring system, and
also for companies that have only recently initiated an
environmental management programme. The questions in
the i-EMMS are designed to assess the development of a
postal company’s environmental management system. They
also provide insight for the assessment of performance,
to promote continuous improvement. As with the EMMS,
individual postal scorecards are generated which can be
provided to stakeholders, including customers, or used
to demonstrate commitment to carbon disclosure and
help contribute to government and customers’ carbon
emission targets.

Issues with waste dominate
perception and carbon just round the corner

IPC 2008 average (score)
64

IPC 2009 average (score)

40%

Green marketing in the postal
sector

30%
26

Posts have adopted a variety of strategies for green
marketing. Some, such as Deutsche Post DHL and TNT, have
taken a holistic approach through corporate programmes
(Go Green and Planet Me, respectively). Others offer
specific, green products such as carbon neutral parcels,
or direct mail and green packaging.
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60%
50%

41

IPC research carried out among its members in September
2010 revealed their current green product offerings,
planned products in the pipeline, and the approach being
taken to green marketing, the main findings of which
follow. As a service provider, the challenge is to make
primary postal processes greener as a priority, but IPC’s
research indicates that changing postal processes to
improve sustainability is a less popular choice for postal

70%

Source: R
 oyal Mail, IPC Best Practice Seminar on Marketing Green Products in the Postal
Sector, February 2011
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UK businesses and consumers believe
mail waste has the greatest
environmental impact
In the United Kingdom, both businesses and consumers
believe that waste from mail has the greatest impact on
the environment, not carbon emissions. The three ‘icons
of waste’ are junk mail, plastic bags and packaging; some
e-retailers in the UK have even been fined for excessive
use of packaging.
In 2004 Royal Mail agreed with the government that 55%
of direct mail would be sustainable by the end of 2009;
at the beginning of 2008 it risked missing its target and
resulting government action either to force consumer
opt in, ban direct mail or introduce punitive pricing. The
solution was to develop a Publically Available Specification
(PAS) for sustainable direct mail: PAS 2020.
Royal Mail wanted the new standard to be independent
and available throughout the postal, direct marketing and
mailing industries. It formed a steering group with other
mail operators in the UK including TNT and DHL, the British
Standards Institution, the Direct Marketing Association,
data services provider Acxion, and the British advertisers
association ISBA. The group agreed that the specification
should set a baseline for the whole industry so that direct
mail customers would only have to comply with one set of
standards. It consulted around 30 industry, consumer and
environmental interests on each draft of the standard.
PAS 2020 was launched in January 2009 to unify the whole
UK industry on the definition of a piece of sustainable mail.
It incorporates 10 aspects with an objective attached to
each one:
• Targeting – ensure the campaign is relevant
• Suppression – ensure data quality is maintained
• Recyclability – design the communications to be recycled
• Paper products – use environmentally-responsible paper
• Ink and finishes – make efficient use of ink and finishes
• Printing – use those that manage their environmental
impact
• Mailing houses – use those that manage their
environmental impact
• Distribution services – use those that manage their
environmental impact
• Field marketing – use those that manage their
environmental impact
• Unsubscribe – promote the use of an unsubscribe facility
As Royal Mail had to ensure its customers adopted the
standard it decided to launch two identical products:
Sustainable Direct Mail for its own customers, and
Responsible Mail for wholesale customers introducing mail
downstream for delivery.
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Royal Mail froze prices for customers
choosing the sustainable
mail product
Launched in April 2009, Royal Mail froze prices for
customers opting for the sustainable mail product.
It needed approval from the regulator to limit its incentive
to mailings with direct mail content, the first time that
pricing by content had been allowed in the UK.
The sustainable mail product comprises two options for
the customer: entry level at a discount on current bulk mail
prices of 2.5%, and intermediate level offering a discount
of 4.7%. These discounts are calculated to compensate
direct mail customers for any additional costs they incur
in conducting sustainable campaigns.

The success of sustainable mail
The new products have proven to be good for business:
they boosted returns on investment for direct mail,
retained a large proportion of the volume predicted to
move to online marketing, enhanced the Royal Mail brand,
made direct mail easy for consumers to recycle,
and reduced waste as the return rate fell owing to data
quality requirements.
In the first year 10% of direct mail customers switched
to sustainable mail, split roughly 50-50 between retail
and wholesale. The uptake has been achieved through
discussions with existing customers. Royal Mail has not
advertised sustainable mail beyond issuing a press release.
It did, however, conduct a promotional campaign explaining
the greater recycling opportunities to municipal authorities.
In addition to the social and environmental benefits of
sustainable mail, customers have reported significant cost
savings from better data analysis and targeting. Royal Mail
is currently forecasting that 25% of customers will use
sustainable direct mail campaigns in 2011 and 50% within
four to five years, once customers committed to switching
are released from current supplier contracts.
Sustainable mail is offered only for addressed mail at
present. Royal Mail has devised plans to roll out the product
to all types of mail – there is pressure from customers to
do so – but the regulator and parts of business are
cautious. The UK government will now move to sustainable
direct mail for its own campaigns. It is negotiating a
new responsible mail deal with Royal Mail to include a
possible single opt out from direct mail for the whole of
the UK and a more specific version of PAS 2020 for mail in
general. Royal Mail is also considering the introduction of
sustainable mail for its door-to-door (unaddressed) services.
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The objectives of the government deal will be zero waste
to landfill, plus carbon reduction, including development
of a Royal Mail calculator to assess CO2 emissions. The
new requirements will be in place in May 2011, when the
government publishes its next waste plan. Royal Mail took
the view that sustainable mail is an issue for collaboration
with other operators, not competition. It hopes to see more
innovative ideas for sustainability in the future.

TNT’s sustainable mail project
TNT Post spearheaded a project to develop sustainable mail
in the Netherlands and will launch sustainable mail products
across all addressed and unaddressed mail products in
April 2011.
The Dutch scheme is based on an eco-label logo
demonstrating the sustainability of qualifying mail items.
The eco-label project began in response to government
pressure to reduce the environmental impact of
unaddressed mail. Its aims are to promote environmentally
friendly mail production and distribution, to advise senders
and suppliers, and to provide guarantees that mail carrying
the eco-label is less polluting.
TNT’s business case was based on risk. It wanted an
integrated approach involving the whole mail value
chain for maximum environmental impact, and, like
Royal Mail, TNT involved the whole industry. It set up a
board composed of the postal operators operating in
the Netherlands. Linked to the board were two councils:
one for senders comprising mailers, magazine publishers,
e-commerce traders, charities and the national direct
marketing association; and another for suppliers of paper,
print, envelopes and recycling projects. These councils were
consulted at all stages in the development of the eco-label.
The board opted for a sender’s self-assessment scheme
backed up by independent checks at least twice a year by a
foundation established for the purpose. The foundation will
investigate the whole value chain for mail items selected
at random. If self-assessment does not work effectively the
scheme will move to full certification which will involve
more administration.
The eco-label is based on a single performance level arrived
at by gaining a sufficient number of points. The system
means that senders locked into a long-term contract
for print or paper can still qualify. The project began by
focusing on CO2 emissions but the board soon decided
it needed to go further to take account of pollution and
forestation. It built its criteria using existing initiatives such
as ISO 14001 and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
An external body calculated environmental impact criteria
and created an average. From this, the project developed
qualifying criteria for the eco-label, including only supply
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items already available; green paper is included, but electric
vehicles are not until they are more widely available.
Reduction in CO2 emissions is the primary aim, with carbon
offsetting included only for transport and distribution.
Senders will be able to obtain eco-label logos online from
the new foundation’s website. The website will list contact
details for green suppliers and pro formas for mailers
to send to their suppliers. It will also provide ‘fact and
fiction’ information about aspects of mail and a link to the
consumer opt-out website.

Sharing best practice: 100% carbon
neutrality from Itella
Itella has taken the bold decision to make its entire range
of domestic postal services carbon neutral at no additional
cost to customers. The products covered are:
• Parcels
• Letters, magazines and newspapers
• Hybrid mail (iPost)
• Direct mail
Itella switched primarily to protect volumes in response to
competition in both the parcels and letters sectors. New
lifecycle analysis by Itella found that its NetPosti electronic
mailbox is responsible for 90% fewer CO2 emissions, at
6g per average communication compared with 50g for
mail. Previously NetPosti was responsible for 40% fewer
emissions but it has made process efficiencies.
The company announced it was operating at 100% carbon
neutrality at the beginning of February 2011. Itella believes
carbon-neutral services offer benefits to its customers who
increasingly seek to measure their suppliers’ emissions.
Carbon neutrality complies with customers’ own targets
and enhances Itella’s reputation.
Carbon neutrality covers processing and delivery and
is being achieved by a combination of reduction and
offsetting via gold-standard projects. Postal services
currently generate 60,000 tonnes of CO2 a year in Finland.
Big mail centres recoup emissions by improving their use of
energy and by saving energy from the use of larger vehicles.
At the same time Itella moved to promote second class
letters over first class by removing the twenty-letter volume
requirement and the need to affix economy labels to
second class mail. It has also reorganised its mail collection
system, bringing final collection forward by one hour in
some locations.

Itella’s green products are part of the
company’s environmental programme to
reduce its CO2 emissions by 30% by 2020
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Itella’s green products are part of the company’s
environmental programme to reduce its CO2 emissions
by 30% by 2020 through energy efficiency and the use
of renewable energy. The cost of carbon credits provides
management with an incentive to reduce energy used in
postal processes.
All green physical mail carries an ‘Itella Green’ text
postmark. Itella rejected the idea of a logo which it thought
might be mistaken for an official eco-label. Awareness of
Itella Green has already risen from 7% in 2009 to more
than 40% in 2010. So far Itella has not experienced any
negative feedback from its initiative to be carbon neutral.

Focusing on a challenging target
at Norway Post
Norway Post has set itself a challenging target of a 30%
reduction in CO2 emissions by 2015, based on 2008
figures. To achieve that goal the company is focusing on
specific areas:
• Environmentally friendly vehicles
• Eco-driving training
• Route optimisation for distance and delivery transport
• Energy reduction in lighting and heating
• Waste sorting and handling
The target is supported by an action plan devised to achieve
bottom-up and top-down engagement through a series of
workshops for employees at all levels. The programme is
measured and controlled using a variety of tools including
IPC’s EMMS programme. Environmental organisations are
positive about Norway Post’s plan and have agreed to work
with the company on communicating its objectives.

Transport operations
Mail delivery personnel are being asked to give up
conventional vehicles in favour of mopeds. This programme
presents a challenge in persuading employees with an
average age of 57 and 20 years’ service to make the switch.
Norway Post has ordered 500 alternative fuel vehicles and
mail carriers, mostly mopeds and trolleys.

Greening existing products
at Le Groupe La Poste
For the past three years Le Groupe La Poste has been
building into its business a fully integrated approach
to sustainable marketing. It has created tools to help
marketing teams understand sustainable issues and how
to build sustainable elements into products and services.
The company has already assessed 90% of its products,
achieving a commitment to sustainable innovation from
marketing along the way.
The programme began in 2007 when Le Groupe La Poste
built on its work to develop alternative green products. It
implemented a responsible marketing policy for all products
and services as a major element of a three-year corporate
strategy with sustainable development at its centre. The
policy is based on improving the social and environmental
qualities of the group’s commercial offering and promoting
responsible consumption.
During 2008 and 2009 Le Groupe La Poste developed
a checklist and software to create a matrix for assessing
products and services and rolled it out to their business
units. The company first developed a 100-point sustainable
marketing checklist and tested it with its marketing teams.
This helped the teams expand their marketing vision to
new groups such as the disabled. Next, software, created
to analyse the value chain of individual products, and
training raised awareness of sustainable development. The
matrix has been reviewed externally. In 2010 the company
enhanced the transport element of the checklist, reduced
the total number of questions and included a way to
compare progress over time.
For the future the idea is to create an online ‘ID card’ for
each product or service. The individual ID allows progress
to be tracked and advances to be discussed with customers,
to identify ways to add value and innovate through further
sustainable development. Le Groupe La Poste also plans to
implement its product and service assessment matrix within
its European parcels subsidiary GeoPost. In mail operations
the company is investigating opportunities for reverse
logistics for products such as paper collection for recycling.

Norway Post sees its 30% reduction target as a driver for
greater efficiency. The company has identified significant
energy and cost savings from reshaping transport
operations; specific actions include a move from air to rail
and route optimisation between line-haul and delivery.

A structured approach to
sustainability: Go Green from
Deutsche Post DHL

In 2012 Norway Post plans to launch climate-neutral
products for business-to-consumer parcels, second class
mail and unaddressed mail, using UNFCCC carbon offsets
to complement its reduction efforts.

Deutsche Post DHL’s corporate responsibility policy stands
on three pillars:
• Go Teach – projects in Europe among communities and
employees
• Go Help – disaster response teams providing logistics
support at airports in disaster-hit countries
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• Go Green – the group’s whole environmental protection
programme, underpinned by a commitment to improve
CO2 efficiency by 30% by 2020. This target includes
subcontractors, who account for 80% of the group’s
carbon footprint.
Deutsche Post DHL believes that going green meets
customer demands for environmentally friendly suppliers,
reduces costs and provides other economic benefits.
The wholehearted support for Go Green from the chief
executive and its integration into corporate strategy means
that effective action can be taken. To meet its target the
company has taken a thorough look across the whole
business, changing the way it operates its transport and
buildings, designs its network, and engages its employees
to achieve its goal.

Deutsche Post DHL trialling
an 18-tonne Volvo hybrid truck
Air transport has the highest carbon footprint, followed by
large trucks, and driver training and aerodynamic fittings
are being employed to help reduce the emissions generated
by individual vehicles. Deutsche Post DHL is also currently
trialling its first 18-tonne hybrid truck with Volvo.
The company does not believe in biofuels as a sustainable
option and is not yet sure that electric vehicles will provide
the ultimate solution for delivery operations. It has 50
electric vehicles in service and 30 on order, but they are not
yet commercially available. Go Green teams in China and
Asia are also working to introduce electric vehicles.
The whole efficiency process is driven by a carbon
accounting and control system – operated by the finance
department, as Deutsche Post DHL views carbon as
a currency. Each division of the company shares the
30% efficiency target but is free to decide how it is
broken down.
The company supports its customers by providing carbonneutral products through its network operations and tailormade solutions for its supply chain customers. It produces
reports of customers’ emissions to help them calculate their
own carbon footprint. The CO2 emissions generated by Go
Green products are measured using a certified methodology
and verified process. The emissions are converted into
carbon credits for offsetting through gold standard projects.
In 2010 Go Green shipments increased significantly to
reach one billion, indicating that customers want to accept
responsibility for climate protection. Pricing for Go Green
products varies: the offsetting cost is included in the fixed
price for consumer products, while it is usually shown
separately for large volume customers.
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Deutsche Post DHL has at times found it difficult to obtain
carbon credits for good projects. That is why it announced
this year plans to supplement the climate protection
projects it already uses for offsetting with its own Gold
Standard project in Lesotho. The project to provide carbon
efficient cooking stoves is currently being certified by the
UN and is expected to generate 20,000 tonnes of carbon
credits from 2012.

Conclusion
IPC’s Environmental Measurement and Monitoring System
(EMMS) is playing an important role in helping drive
sustainable business practices across the postal industry
by promoting a cross-sectoral approach - the first of its
kind for a services industry - to emissions monitoring
and reduction. The 22 participating posts in the EMMS
programme represent some 80% of global mail volumes,
which underscores the reach and impact of the IPC EMMS
programme. Moreover, as both the full EMMS and the
introductory i-EMMS programme are open to non-IPC
members, IPC is enabling posts of all sizes and geographies
to contribute in whatever way to reducing the postal
sector’s carbon footprint.
While great progress has been made by participating posts
in the first year of comparative reporting, by slashing
over a third of the total target of CO2 emissions, much
remains to be done. In some respect the early years of
emissions reduction are the easiest, and represent the
low-hanging fruit of using simple but effective measures
to obtain greater energy efficiency. Moving forward, posts
face the challenge of building on these early successes by
introducing more fundamentally greener processes into
their business models. Moreover, the introduction of Scope
3 reporting will add to the challenge for posts.
In addition to their efforts to cut their carbon emissions,
posts are also offering a range of green products to their
customers, both business and consumer. These products
have the combined benefit of contributing to posts’ overall
carbon reduction effort, acting as an effective branding
tool in promoting posts’ image as responsible businesses,
and, as we have seen in at least one case, also help to
buoy business. The fundamental importance for posts in
integrating sustainable business processes and products to
their survival and future success cannot be underestimated.
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International Post Corporation
The International Post Corporation is the postal industry’s partner company that provides leadership
by driving service quality, interoperability and business-critical intelligence, and gives its members an
authoritative, independent and collective voice.

IPC Publications
IPC produces a broad range of publications and electronic
information that provide insights into the postal sector.
Publicly available publications are:
Market Flash – Fortnightly newsletter covering the latest news
from the global postal industry, with a focus on market changes,
new products and services, mergers and acquisitions, financial
reports and personnel news.
Green Flash – Quarterly newsletter with the latest
developments in sustainability initiatives from postal operators
worldwide.
Strategic Insights – Series of occasional publications that
provide in-depth analysis of key industry topics
IPC Sustainability Report – IPC’s annual report of the
cumulative results achieved under IPC’s Environmental
Measurement and Monitoring System, the postal industry’s
sector-wide emissions reduction programme.

In addition, IPC produces the following
members-only publications:
Regulatory Flash – Monthly newsletter with the latest
international regulatory developments affairs, including a regular
leader thought piece

Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market – Annual
report providing a distillation, analysis and key findings of IPC’s
cooperative market intelligence projects from the preceding year
IPC Global Monitor – Quarterly report with detailed
information on domestic postal volumes combined with key
macroeconomic and substitution data
Global Postal Industry Report – Comprehensive annual
overview of the state of the postal industry, comprising extensive
data and in-depth analysis
Statistical Database – Online tool with information on key
postal operators including the macro environment, consolidated
income statements, balance sheets, cash flows, key ratios and
key postal division financials
IPC Carrier Intelligence – Concise online intelligence reports
on each IPC member and key operators from Asia, Central
Europe and South America
Regulatory Portal – Online interactive database providing a
synoptic overview of regulatory options for 27 countries, with
specific focus on USO, USO financing and costs, price control,
and downstream access and licensing

For more information about IPC,
please visit our web site at www.ipc.be
or write to publications@ipc.be

While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this report, the facts, estimates and opinions stated are based on information
and sources which, while we believe them to be reliable, are not guaranteed. No liability can be accepted by the International Post
Corporation, its directors or employees, or by the authors of the report, for any loss occasioned to any person or entity acting or failing to
act as a result of anything contained in or omitted from this report, or our conclusions stated.
This document and all of its contents is for the exclusive use of IPC members. Any dissemination or use of this information by
a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorised and may be illegal.
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